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Abstract 

By exploring how drama contributes to building a Fransaskois identity, I 

attempt to situate Fransaskois literature within Saskatchewan’s literary landscape. 

Literary critics have to this day mostly excluded Fransaskois literature from the 

concept of Saskatchewan literature, and yet a close look at Fransaskois texts reveals 

an identity deeply anchored in Saskatchewan’s landscape, history, and language.  

I analyze four plays: Bonneau and Miss Bellehumeur by Raoul Granger, The 

Betrayal by Laurier Gareau, sTain by Madeleine Blais-Dahlem and Rearview by 

Gilles Poulin-Denis. I argue that these plays build the Fransaskois identity by 

exploring the relationships Fransaskois characters have with the other linguistic-

cultural minorities of Saskatchewan, as represented by the Métis, as well as with 

the linguistic-cultural majorities of Saskatchewan and Quebec. Through these 

relationships the plays explore how a linguistic minority rooted in the experience of 

the Canadian prairie may resist the hegemony of the two distinct official languages 

and cultures of Canada in the process of defining the Fransaskois identity.  
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Chapter One: Introduction 

David Carpenter, a regionalist writer from Saskatchewan, introduced an 

exciting project at the 2011 Literary Eclectic Conference in Saskatoon: The Literary 

History of Saskatchewan. His work as editor was to assemble academic essays that 

together provide a comprehensive understanding of literature in Saskatchewan. 

The first volume, which was published in 2013, spans from the Cree oral tradition 

to publications of the 1970s. The second volume covers more recent publications 

from the province and was published in 2014. Carpenter claimed at the conference 

that this project is much needed due to gaps in academic writing. There is a body of 

scholarship on prairie writing, but much more could be written to advance the field 

past the broad themes and tropes of its foundational studies. I notice a second issue 

with the study of Saskatchewan literature, an issue not addressed by Carpenter. 

Once his presentation at Literary Eclectic was over, I raised my hand and asked the 

following question: “Does The Literary History of Saskatchewan include any mention 

of the Fransaskois writers?” The answer was “no.” The justification is that 

Fransaskois literature is by definition related to the French language. Carpenter’s 

project is conducted in English and was presented as such to arts boards and 

publishers. A similar exclusion of Fransaskois literature may be observed in 

academic writing published to date. Once Fransaskois literature finds its rightful 

place in the Saskatchewan canon, readers will be able to grasp the complexity of the 

linguistic and cultural struggles that compose the reality of our Canadian linguistic 

minorities. 
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Laurence Ricou is considered a pillar of scholarship on prairie writing. He 

published a seminal book-length study on prairie fiction in 1973, whose title 

suggests these broad schematics: Vertical Man / Horizontal World: Man and 

Landscape in Canadian Prairie Fiction. The goal of his book is to define prairie 

fiction and find what unifies it. He mentions in his epilogue that unity is “not readily 

apparent” (137). Prairie fiction presents a wide variety of reactions to the 

landscape: “Prairie man, we have seen, may feel insignificant or immensely self-

confident; he may feel free or inescapably trapped; he may be deeply religious or a 

rebel of all authority; his imagination may be stifled or stimulated” (137). 

Nonetheless, he argues that there is a unifying principle under those reactions. 

[…] [T]he image of the man as vertical intrusion in a horizontal world is 

primary. The implications of being a solitary figure raised above a flat and 

uninterrupted landscape are many, and it is by variations on this basic image 

that the writer can explore his characters and the impact which a distinctive 

terrain makes upon them. The variations and nuances of this image provide 

a measure of unity to the fiction of the Canadian prairie […]. (18) 

Therefore, the verticality of the man and the horizontality of the land is, according 

to Ricou, the contrast that defines prairie fiction. 

By now, critics such as Alison Calder, Robert Wardhaugh (2005) and Colin 

Hill (2010) have questioned many claims advanced by Ricou. Hill reevaluates in 

“Edward McCourt and the Prairie Myth” the importance accorded to regionalism, 

geography and themes in criticism of prairie fiction. 
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The regionalist, geographical, mimetic, deterministic, and thematic 

approaches commonly brought to bear upon prairie fiction are neither 

wholly misleading nor inappropriate, but they have tended nevertheless to 

exclude elements that are international rather than regional, psychological 

rather than geographical, and experimental rather than mimetic. Such 

perspectives also tend to favour regional themes at the expense of those that 

link prairie texts to important national and international movements that 

otherwise have little to do with the Canadian prairie. (55) 

According to Hill, the defining principles brought forward by Ricou and by Edward 

McCourt in The Canadian West in Fiction lead to the exclusion of many prairie texts 

in academic studies and to the neglect of many elements of prairie literature. Hill 

champions a reading of prairie fiction that is “outside of the national-regional 

binary” and that “consider[s] individual works by prairie authors within larger 

transnational contexts, and in relation to international movements, aesthetics, 

theories, and socio-cultural constructs” (70). He presents Calder and Wardhaugh’s 

book Literature and the Writing of the Canadian Prairies as one of the studies that 

provide new “ways of reimagining” prairie writing (55). 

 Calder and Wardhaugh identify in their introduction a problem with 

scholarship on prairie literature: critics see the prairies as a space out of time. They 

identify in Ricou’s book the assumptions that geography has “primacy over history”: 

“landscape has the same impact on the human imagination regardless of historical 

location or material conditions” (7). Even if the cities or the culture changes, the flat 

prairie remains a changeless force. According to Calder and Wardhaugh, Deborah 
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Keahey breaks that pattern and does not “privilege geography over history” in 

Making it Home: Place in Canadian Prairie Literature (9). 

 Keahey reconsiders the role of “place” in prairie literature: “The notion of 

place has recently attracted much attention in postcolonial and cultural studies, but 

it has long played a central role in discussions of prairie literature, where place has 

overwhelmingly been defined in narrow, deterministic terms, as “the land” or the 

natural physical environment” (4). She asks for a new concept of place. She does not 

want to discard “place” or replace the study of landscape with the study of culture 

but she redefines the notion: “place must [….] be reimagined as a creation of the 

social, psychological, and cultural relationships that people have to particular 

landscapes of physical spaces” (7). She therefore does not completely reject the 

foundations of prairie criticism but explores new ways of looking at the idea of 

landscape. 

Despite this body of scholarship, Carpenter believes that much on 

Saskatchewan has been overlooked so far and he compensates for some of this 

neglect with his two-volume anthology of essays titled The Literary Anthology of 

Saskatchewan. Carpenter wrote a very touching and compelling introduction to the 

anthology. While reading it, I could not help but feel nostalgia for the literary scene 

in Saskatchewan.  He tells us about the Writers' Guild’s meetings in Saskatoon, 

pilgrimages to Fort San, and the Saskatchewan Book Awards in Regina. He tells us 

about all these experiences that make a Saskatchewan writer who he is, and this 

only reinforced my belief that Fransaskois literature must find its home within 

Saskatchewan literature. As someone who experienced the Fransaskois literary 
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scene as a journalist for the community, I cannot help but see that what Carpenter 

describes in his introduction is also the reality of the Fransaskois writer. 

In this thesis, I therefore compensate for a different lack in the scholarship 

than does Carpenter: the absence of Fransaskois writings in the study of 

Saskatchewan literature. I intend to situate Fransaskois writers as part of the 

province despite what may be perceived as linguistic and cultural barriers. This 

thesis has therefore a survey component. I introduce some key texts and explore 

what defines Fransaskois literature and how this literature situates itself in 

Saskatchewan literature. To achieve this goal, I focus on four plays: Bonneau and 

Miss Bellehumeur by Raoul Granger, The Betrayal by Laurier Gareau, sTain by 

Madeleine Blais-Dalhem, and Rearview by Gilles Poulin-Denis. I concentrate on 

drama for the simple reason that it is one of the most developed genres in 

Fransaskois literature and that it plays a central role in its formation. Furthermore, 

these three plays have been adapted to English already, thus removing the issue of 

linguistic access. The fourth play incorporates the English language within the text. 

The second chapter of this thesis provides context to these plays by defining the 

terms Fransaskois and Fransaskois literature and discusses further the languages in 

which they are published. 

The four plays I selected share the common theme of the construction of 

identity. “Who am I?” is a question as old as humanity. In Fransaskois drama, 

however, the identity crisis takes on major importance as writers struggle with the 

reality of being one of the smallest Francophone minorities in a country that claims 

to be bilingual. An integral part of the Fransaskois quest for identity is their 
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resistance to hegemony. The Anglophone majority of Saskatchewan has 

predominance culturally and socially and all four plays acknowledge it to some 

extent while developing strategies to resist it.  Furthermore, as we see in Rearview, 

the Fransaskois also face the hegemonic influence of the province of Quebec. I argue 

that by exploring and confronting the relationship their culture has with three 

other cultural groups (the Métis minority, the Anglophone majority of 

Saskatchewan and the Francophone majority of Quebec), the plays contribute to 

defining strategies to resist hegemony in the Fransaskois context. 

Resting on Gramsci’s theory of hegemony, Karine Gentelet makes the case in 

“Les revendications politiques des Premières Nations du Canada: Le concept de 

Nation comme outil contre-hégémonique” that the dominant culture disempowers 

Canada’s minorities by replacing their social and cultural ideologies with its own. 

Lacking its own intellectual tools to react to the situation, the minority groups 

cannot resist hegemony. They therefore need to develop their own intellectual tools 

and ideologies before they can gain power within the country.  

 

Gentelet’s argument recalls Derrida's discussion of colonial languages in 

Monolingualism of the Other Or The Prosthesis of Origin, which provides an example 

of hegemony’s link with language. In this text, Derrida shares his own experience 

with the French language in Algeria, in this case the colonial and dominant 

language. French imposed itself in the country, almost seamlessly, to replace Arabic 

and Berber: 
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A particular interdict against Arabic or Berber languages was, as I recall, in 

effect, and let us provisionally retain this word “interdict.” For someone from 

my generation, this took several cultural and social forms. It was first of all 

something educational, something which happens to you “at school,” but 

hardly a measure of decision, rather a pedagogical mechanism [dispositif 

pédagogique]. The interdict originated from an “educational system,” 

without a smile, and without anxiety. (37) 

The interdict is not violently imposed, but rather finds success in convincing 

students that Arabic and Berber are uninteresting and useless. Derrida tells us that 

Arabic classes were offered as an optional foreign language but few enrolled: 

Those who, in extremely limited numbers, enrolled in it by a choice that at 

that time seemed unusual or even bizarre did not even form a homogeneous 

group. [....] All others, including myself, submitted passively to the interdict. 

It massively represented the cause, as well as the effect–well, the much 

sought-after effect – of the growing uselessness, the organized 

marginalization of those languages, Arabic and Berber. (38) 

Thus dominant and colonial French replaces the group’s languages. The process is 

so subtle that students embrace it without much thought or resistance.  It is only 

later in life that Derrida can achieve the central realization of this book: “Yes, I only 

have one language, yet it is not mine” (2). The language he is left with to express 

himself is not his own but the one of the colonial power dominating his country and 

culture. 
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Interestingly, in Derrida’s experience French is the dominant power while in 

the context of Saskatchewan it is the threatened language of the minority. Despite 

the difference in context, his underlying principle can help us analyze the dynamics 

between English and French in Saskatchewan. It is by assimilating the youth into its 

language that the dominant group tacitly achieves ascendency. Eventually the 

members of the dominated group only possess the linguistic tools of the other. 

Similarly to Arabic in Derrida’s Algerian school, English was declared the only 

language of instruction in Saskatchewan four years after the creation of the 

province, except for one hour a day in elementary school (Dubois 103). The 

Fransaskois would have to wait until the 1970s to see changes to the Education Act 

of Saskatchewan that allowed French immersion schools, and despite the Official 

Languages Act of 1969 at the Federal level it took another two decades for the 

creation of French as a first language schools in the province (Dubois 105, 107).  

To link back to Gentelet, one will find it difficult to revolt against a dominant 

group once one has adopted its language and culture. A paradox comes to light in 

the case of the plays I study. To be heard by Saskatchewan’s majority, a minority 

must adopt and use the dominant language but this seems to involve giving into 

hegemony. Is Gentelet correct that you cannot resist the dominant group while 

using their own cultural and linguistic tools? If she is, then the three plays The 

Betrayal, Bonneau and Bellehumeur and sTain cannot be said to resist hegemony. 

They made the choice of adopting English as the main language of the play to be 

heard by Saskatchewan’s linguistic majority. Does this choice prevent them from 
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asserting themselves as members of a linguistic minority? Arguably, they attempt to 

find strategies to resist nonetheless.  

In chapter three I explore the process of defining the Fransaskois identity 

through a relationship with another linguistic minority in Saskatchewan, the Métis. 

Here I discuss the plays Bonneau and Miss Bellehumeur by Raoul Granger and The 

Betrayal by Laurier Gareau. They both build identity by confronting another 

linguistic minority within the same province. What comes out of the confrontation 

is the danger that the Fransaskois may themselves be a hegemonic force, which 

would be counterproductive in fighting Anglophone hegemony. In both plays, the 

Fransaskois characters learn to show solidarity towards the Métis in the struggle to 

survive as a linguistic and cultural minority. The events of the plays teach the 

importance of justice and equality to the Fransaskois. The collaboration that ensues 

becomes a strategy against Anglophone hegemony. 

In chapter four I explore the process of defining the Fransaskois identity 

through the relationship with the linguistic majority group in Saskatchewan, the 

English speakers. Here I discuss the play sTain by Madeleine Blais-Dahlem. It builds 

identity by confronting the linguistic majority of the same province. The fear of 

assimilation is an important aspect of the relationship between the linguistic 

minority and the majority. That fear brings to light the two main pillars of the 

Fransaskois identity for the play: the Catholic faith and the French language. Blais-

Dahlem attempts to preserve both pillars in her play even in its English version. It 

suggests that the affirmation of these two pillars of Fransaskois ideology can 

protect against the hegemony of the English. 
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 Rearview by Gilles Poulin-Denis faces an extra challenge, as it not only fights 

Anglophone hegemony but also Quebec’s hegemony. In the province of Quebec, the 

French language is dominant politically, socially, economically, and culturally. As I 

explore in chapter five, Guy’s identity is threatened by this dominating culture and 

must escape. He needs to find his own Francophone voice to be at peace even 

though his identity officially rests in the same language as the Québécois. In other 

words, he needs to figure out how he can negotiate his position between the two 

official languages dominant in his life.  

In a way, he is lost between the two “distinct cultures” and “distinct 

languages” identified by the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism in 

their first report of 1967 titled The Official Languages. The report claims: “Just as 

bilingualism should not lead to a blend of two languages, so Canada’s cultural 

duality cannot be taken to mean a mixture of the two cultures; each has its own 

existence” (Canada, Book I, xxxi). This separation between the two official cultures – 

sometimes referred to as “two solitudes” after the famous novel by Hugh 

MacLennan–turns out to be deeply problematic for Guy. The play eventually 

challenges this view of two “distinct” cultures and languages as Guy discovers and 

constructs his voice and identity. He cannot survive by submitting to one of the two 

distinct languages and the culture that goes with them; he must do what the 

commission condemns and blend the two to be true to himself. By integrating the 

blended bilingual context in which young Fransaskois are raised, Gilles Poulin-

Denis resists the hegemony of the two distinct official cultures and finds peace if, 

arguably, not survival.
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Chapter Two: Literature in the Fransaskois Context 

Before even bringing forward a working definition of Fransaskois literature, 

it is essential to determine who is “Fransaskois.” The most basic definition is 

someone who speaks French and resides in Saskatchewan. Saskatchewan is the 

province with one of the smallest populations of Francophones in Canada. Based on 

the 2011 census, 16,280 Saskatchewan residents claim French as their first 

language. 1,730 residents claim English and French as their mother tongues. 750 

residents claim both French and a non-official language.  These numbers are 

significantly lower than in the other prairie provinces, Alberta and Manitoba 

(Statistics Canada). In Alberta, 68,545 residents declared French as their mother 

tongue and in Manitoba 42,085 declared it. We have to consider, however, that the 

total Alberta population is about three times bigger than the population in the other 

two provinces. Percentage wise, Manitoba has the lead with a 3.5% Francophone 

population. Alberta has a 1.9% Francophone population and Saskatchewan is close 

behind with 1.6%.1 

The term “Fransaskois” came into use in the 1970s (fcfa.ca). It is a compound 

word that brings together “français,” the abbreviation for Saskatchewan and the 

suffix “ois” which means “person” in French. This brings two elements together: 

language and place. It situates the Fransaskois as a Francophone in Saskatchewan. 

Some institutions, co-operatives, associations, and organizations use the word 

“Fransaskois” in their name, thus identifying themselves as part of this cultural 

                                                 
1 These percentages are based on the 2011 Census. 
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group. The Association jeunesse Fransaskoise is one of them. They define 

themselves as follows: 

Fransaskois Youth Association, or AJF, is a non-profit organization devoted 

to Francophone youth across the province. Our organization produces a 

number of French activities between the ages of 12 and 25. […] At AJF, our 

goal is to provide a chance for all Francophone youth to live and develop 

their French culture through a variety of sport, culture and leadership-

building activities right here in Saskatchewan. (ajf.ca) 

In 2005, this organization decided to include French immersion schools across the 

province in their annual sporting event, the Jeux Fransaskois. Faced with this, the 

Conseil des Écoles Fransaskoises (Fransaskois school council) chose to withdraw 

from the event and to organize its own sporting event (Denis 16). This decision was 

a strong statement on the definition of the term Fransaskois: speaking French is not 

enough to call yourself a Fransaskois. Then, what gives you the right to bear the 

name? This conflict led to a pervasive questioning of the term. 

 In the hope of preventing more conflicts such as the one experienced by the 

Association jeunesse Fransaskoise and the Fransaskois schools, the political body of 

the community (Association communautaire Fransaskoise) financed a commission. 

The goal was to provide a definition of “Fransaskois” to the community. The 

ensuing document is titled “Commission sur l’inclusion dans la communauté 

Fransaskoise: de la minorité à la citoyenneté.” It articulates the definition as 

follows: 
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L’action de choisir de vivre au moins une partie de sa vie en français en 

Saskatchewan fait partie de la définition de Fransaskois et de Fransaskoise: 

un Fransaskois ou une Fransaskoise est une personne qui s’identifie à la 

francophonie en Saskatchewan, actuellement ou dans le passé, que ce soit 

par la naissance, le mariage, ou par l’adoption de la communauté 

fransaskoise ou l’identification à celle-ci, qui contribue à la vitalité de la 

langue française ainsi qu’à l’épanouissement et au développement des 

communautés Francophones en Saskatchewan, tout en reconnaissant qu’il 

existe plusieurs façons d’y contribuer. (11) 

This definition appears very inclusive but it adds an element, although arguably a 

subjective one, to the previous more basic definition: to be Fransaskois you have to 

want to be Fransaskois. The act of identification is a conscious one and you affirm 

your Fransaskois identity by contributing to the Francophone community of 

Saskatchewan. If we build on this definition, Fransaskois writers are writers who 

identify themselves as Fransaskois and who consciously contribute to Fransaskois 

literature. In this way, Fransaskois literature is perceived by a community of 

writers as a literary corpus. Those writers who contribute to it are making self-

aware gestures of cultural self-definition. 

 Laurier Gareau, Saskatchewan playwright, defines Fransaskois literature as 

follows: “La littérature fransaskoise est une littérature ou une dramaturgie en 

français qui se penche sur le vécu des Fransaskois ou des Français vivant en milieu 

minoritaire en Saskatchewan” (Gareau Interview). There are four intriguing 

elements in this definition. First, Gareau specifies that it includes “dramaturgie,” 
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thus stressing the importance of drama in Fransaskois literature. Second, he 

specifies that this literature is in French. Third, he makes a distinction between a 

Fransaskois person and a French person who lives in Saskatchewan, thus 

suggesting that the two are not necessarily synonymous. Despite the fact that not all 

Francophones are Fransaskois, he is still careful to include all development of the 

Francophone communities in Saskatchewan in his definition of Fransaskois 

literature, while recognizing that there exists more than one way to contribute to it. 

Fourth, he claims that to be part of Fransaskois literature a text must treat of the 

reality of living in a minority setting in Saskatchewan. This implies that Fransaskois 

literature is by definition a linguistic minority literature. 

 Françoise Sigur-Cloutier, president of the publishing house La nouvelle 

plume, defines Fransaskois literature as follows. 

La littérature fransaskoise est la voix des Fransaskois. Je crois que les lieux 

où on est influencent la façon dont on pense et dont on écrit. Même si on 

vient d’ailleur il y a une influence sur comment on vit cette réalité qui est de 

vivre en français en Saskatchewan, aujourd’hui, hier. Il y a ce besoin de 

témoigner d’une réalité. (Sigur-Cloutier Interview) 

She does not specify the language of the texts, unlike Gareau. Maybe she considers it 

explicit in the term “Fransaskois.” She focuses more on who writes this literature: 

Fransaskois people. It is the voice of this group of people. Similarly to Gareau, she 

centres her definition on the content of the texts. Fransaskois literature is about the 

reality of living in French in Saskatchewan. The texts are born out of a need to 

testify that this reality exists. If we consider all three definitions provided in this 
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introduction, we see that Fransaskois literature centres more around the linguistic 

reality than around the landscape / space reality observed by Ricou and Keahey. 

Concretely, who is published in the Fransaskois community and who 

publishes them? As early as 1919, Jean Féron, a Francophone living in 

Saskatchewan, published with Éditions Édouard Garant in Montreal. His most 

famous work is La Métisse (1923) (Parole Écrite, Parole Tenue 15). Around the same 

time, Auguste-Henri de Tremaudan published in Montreal and in Los Angeles 

(Parole 23). In the early fifties, Clovis Molier published Les broussards de l’Ouest and 

Au pays du ranch with Éditions Fides, once again a publishing house in Montreal 

(Parole 21). Then, there was very little literary activity until 1975 when Laurier 

Gareau started writing his first plays (Gareau Interview). In 1969, the University of 

Saskatchewan started stimulating dramatic writing with its Francophone company, 

Unithéâtre. In 1985, graduates from this company founded La Troupe du Jour, a 

professional theatre company still active today and based in Saskatoon (Forsyth). 

One of the goals of this company is to develop local playwrights, which explains the 

importance of drama in Fransaskois literature. The year of the foundation of La 

Troupe du Jour, the Éditions Louis Riel started publishing local authors. Based in 

Regina, they published the novel Mon homestead, mes amours by Odette Carignan in 

1985. In 1988, the publishing house became a non-profit organization. In 1996 the 

organization changed its name to its current one: Éditions de la nouvelle plume. As 

of 2012, they have published seventy texts (Parole 8). 

I choose to focus my study of Fransaskois literature on drama because of the 

important role that plays in the making of this literature. La Troupe du Jour is the 
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only professional space for dramatic performances in French in Saskatchewan. 

There are, however, two other dramatic arenas: the University of Saskatchewan and 

Théâtre Oskana, a community theatre company based in Regina. La Troupe du Jour 

has staged all four plays I selected for this thesis. Most of them went through the 

company’s “développement dramaturgique,” a program to help authors develop 

their texts. This program takes place over three years and involves pairing the 

author with an experienced playwright and holding public readings to test the 

reaction of the public to the text. I selected Blais-Dalhem’s, Gareau’s, Granger’s, and 

Poulin-Denis’s plays for three reasons. First, they were very well received by both 

the public and critics. Rearview by Poulin-Denis was nominated for a Governor’s 

General Award (LTD website). Second, each of them is representative of an aspect 

of Fransaskois drama. Third, they are creations of quality. 

After being staged, these four plays were published. La nouvelle plume has 

two drama collections and both were developed in close collaboration with La 

Troupe du Jour. Le Théâtre Fransaskois is a series of five books that acts as a sort of 

anthology of Fransaskois drama. In each book there are two to four plays that 

revolve around a common theme. It all started in a bus crossing the distance 

between Regina and Saskatoon on a cold December night. On this bus, Françoise 

Sigur-Cloutier, publisher, and Raoul Granger, playwright, introduced themselves. 

They talked about plays; they talked about making books; and at some point Raoul 

asked Françoise if she would publish his play. Soon a committee was assembled and 

a call for plays was sent. At first, the committee only had one book in mind but soon 
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they realized that one would not be enough. A whole series was born. The first book 

was launched in 2006 and the fifth one in 2012 (Sigur-Cloutier Interview). 

The second collection is only starting to emerge with three books to date. 

The wild success of The Betrayal, Bonneau and Miss Bellehumeur, and sTain inspired 

the idea of publishing them individually instead of including them in one of the 

Théâtre Fransaskois anthologies. An important feature of these books is that they 

are bilingual publications. The play is published both in its French version and in its 

English version. Fransaskois literature is typically in French and the use of a 

minority language is a powerful barrier to communication. This barrier is a 

legitimate obstacle to my project of introducing Fransaskois literature to an 

Anglophone (English speaker) audience. This issue, however, is starting to be less 

relevant since bilingualism is a growing characteristic of Fransaskois texts. These 

bilingual publications are a perfect example of this trend. They are not the result of 

translation after the fact; rather, they arise from the authors’ impulse to write their 

stories in both languages (Sigur-Cloutier Interview). Laurier Gareau said something 

very interesting in an interview I had with him: “Je ne crois pas écrire la même 

pièce en français comme en anglais car il y aura différentes adaptations selon les 

réalités du Francophone ou de l’Anglophone.” The word “adaptation” is an 

interesting one. It suggests a very different process than the word “translation.” For 

Gareau, transferring the play from French to English involves more than just 

translating words; he also adapts the content. 

Louise Ladouceur provides a very interesting overview of this turn towards 

bilingualism in Francophone drama from Western Canada in her article 
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“Unilinguisme, bilinguisme et esthétique interculturelle dans les dramaturgies 

Francophones du Canada.” She starts her argument with the claim that linguistic 

minority drama in the West is a space to affirm and preserve the Francophone 

identity (184). However, Francophones from the West not only need to affirm their 

identity against Anglophones, but also against Quebec. They need to find their own 

language (187). She observes two different ways to use the English language in 

plays. In Le Chien by Jean Marc Dalpé, Franco-Ontarien playwright, she observes 

that the use of English is reserved to elements that are not necessary to the 

understanding of the play (188). In the Franco-Manitobain play Je m’en vais à 

Régina by Roger Auger, some essential elements for the understanding of the play 

are in English. She describes this blend of languages as “heterolingualism” (183). 

Ladouceur establishes the heterolingualism of Western plays as “a linguistic 

specificity within Canada’s French-language drama repertoires” and sees it as a 

mirror of the Francophone minorities (188). Her article provides insights into the 

implications of heterolingualism and into the possibilities it opens up for 

playwrights but does not expand on how it came to be. Interviews with Gareau and 

Sigur-Cloutier, however, provide some insight into the causes of this tendency in 

Saskatchewan. Gareau explains that English is part of his reality as a Fransaskois 

and he cannot deny it when he writes: 

C’est notre réalité quotidienne dans l’Ouest canadien où on est presque noyé 

par l’anglais. Je ne peux pas sortir de chez moi sans être obligé de parler en 

anglais et souvent un peu d’anglais se glisse dans nos conversations en 
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français. Créer une littérature fransaskoise qui ne ferait pas état de cette 

réalité serait nier ce que nous sommes. (Gareau Interview) 

Therefore, according to Gareau, English is an undeniable part of Fransaskois 

literature since it is part of the reality of Francophones in Saskatchewan. Sigur-

Cloutier explains that bilingual publications really start with the writers. They 

would not exist if writers did not submit their plays in both languages. She 

mentions in her interview that Francophones in Saskatchewan are bilingual and 

their writing is likely to reflect this fact. Furthermore, bilingual publications can 

reach a larger public and the writers are conscious of those possibilities. She 

remarks that bilingual publications are particularly interesting to readers who are 

learning French or readers who only know a little bit of French. These publications 

are less intimidating to them. 

 In her essay “Our New Storytellers: Cree Literature in Saskatchewan,” 

published in volume one of the Literary History of Saskatchewan, Kristina Bidwell 

makes an insightful observation on the use of Cree words within the English 

adaptations of the Cree oral tradition: 

And words of the Cree language pop up in primarily English text, each word 

carrying what Campbell has called “word bundles,” complex sets of 

associations, connotations and teachings for Cree speakers. By including 

such Cree content, the writers carry forward the collective wisdom, memory, 

and creativity of their people. (3) 

Similarly, the Fransaskois writers all include French words or phrases in the 

English adaptation of their plays. These phrases are often key for the identity of the 
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characters, such as Françoise’s prayers to the Virgin Mary in sTain or Père Moulin’s 

“merci le bon Dieu” in The Betrayal (61). Conversely, Poulin-Denis uses English 

“word bundles” in his play Rearview, although, as I will explore in chapter five, he 

blends English and French beyond just the integration of a few words and phrases. 

This process is also critical in expressing identity. Thus, the authors of linguistic 

minorities in Saskatchewan can make their texts accessible to a larger public while 

preserving some of the cultural essence intrinsic to their language. This is one step 

towards solving the paradox of using English to be heard by the majority and yet 

resisting hegemony in Saskatchewan. 
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Chapter Three: Building Identity through Relationships with the Métis 

Bonneau and Miss Bellehumeur by Raoul Granger and The Betrayal by Laurier 

Gareau build the Fransaskois identity by engaging with another linguistic minority 

within the same province. The Métis are a distinct cultural group that was born 

originally from the marriage of Scottish and French fur traders with native women. 

The Mitchif language still spoken in some areas of Saskatchewan is a mix of French 

and Cree. The Fransaskois and the Métis share a common province and a history 

that intertwines in places, and some common linguistic roots, however their 

collaboration has not always been smooth. As a survey of past literary 

representations as well as the historical context reveals, the relationship between 

the two cultures is complex and at times problematic. Exploring this relationship, 

however, allows Granger and Gareau to better define the Fransaskois identity. 

Through the events of the plays, the characters learn the importance of justice and 

equality in their relationships with the Métis. The positive collaboration born out of 

the characters’ growth becomes a strong strategy against Anglophone hegemony. 

3.1 Early Representation of Métis Characters in Fransaskois Literature 

Many involved in defining Fransaskois literature present La Métisse by Jean 

Féron as one of its foundational texts (parole écrite; Marchildon). It is certainly one 

of the earliest creations of a Métis character in Fransaskois fiction. Published first in 

1923, this novel has for its heroine Héraldine, a Métis woman who is employed by 

the Scottish farmer Macson to take care of his two children born from his late 

French-Canadian wife. The most striking feature of Héraldine, according to Pamela 

Sing, is that any Métis specificity is missing. The Métis character is wholly 
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assimilated by the French colonizer (Sing 202). Certainly, Héraldine does not stand 

apart from the other French characters aside from the initial physical description 

that mentions her “very brown, almost copper” skin and her overall “foreign” looks 

(Féron 10-11). François Lorrain, a French settler, states very explicitly that 

Héraldine is a member of the French nation, and we understand the implication that 

she is this as opposed to Aboriginal: “We must save her… we must save her at all 

price! She is a sister… she is French!” (72). She looks foreign from the perspective of 

the French nation–she physically does not look like French settlers–but François, 

who harbours feelings for her, and the narrator try to convince the reader that 

despite this, she must be accepted as French in the struggle for cultural 

preservation against the English language. To make her integration into the French-

Canadian culture acceptable, they endeavour to prove that her soul is French 

Catholic in the exact same way as the soul of any French or Quebec immigrant. They 

imply here that the soul is a greater factor in building identity than the colour of the 

skin. 

While Sing interprets La Métisse as an advertisement for assimilation, Michel 

Marchildon reads La Métisse in a more positive way. He claims that Héraldine’s 

integration into the French identity is a reaction against the movement of racial 

purity that was gaining force in Quebec in the twentieth century (Marchildon 

Métisse 134). In other words, La Métisse argues for solidarity and unity amongst the 

many French speaking cultures in Western Canada (137). However, it is impossible 

not to see the loss of identity involved in this solidarity. While the French cause in 

the West may gain power by integrating Héraldine, she loses her cultural 
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specificity.2 The text seems to argue that all French cultures in the Prairies must 

become one against the threat that the English language represents. All characters 

are divided amongst these two factions—the English/Anglophone and the 

French/Francophone—regardless of the fact that Saskatchewan’s settlers, and even 

the novel’s characters, have much more diverse origins. 

If La Métisse represents a confrontation between the French and the English 

factions of Saskatchewan, The Betrayal by Laurier Gareau and Bonneau and Miss 

Bellehumeur by Raoul Granger represent an internal dialogue for the French faction. 

While La Métissse tries to create a Francophone solidarity through uniformity, the 
                                                 
2 Interestingly, when François offers to marry Héraldine at the end of the novel she 

rejects him. The rejection is presented as further self-sacrifice for the sake of the 

two young children she cares for. She claims that she may not marry him because 

she must dedicate herself entirely to raising the children. Nonetheless, the marriage 

and the adoption of the children proposed by François would have brought 

complete union for the three different French cultures (or “races”) that the 

characters represent: François being European, Héraldine Métis, and the children 

French-Canadian. To some extent, the rejection could be read as a desire to 

preserve some cultural independence. However, the way Héraldine words her 

rejection of François does not support this reading. She does not mention her 

cultural background or articulate a need for independence. Her stubborn sacrifice 

of potential marital happiness is more in line with the catholic ideal of renouncing 

wordly rewards. 
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plays try to find solidarity through the acceptance and reconciliation of differences. 

They  undermine the assumption that Francophones, or French-Canadians, have the 

authority to assimilate the Métis and conscript them into their fight. In both plays, 

their French-Canadian characters have the epiphany that they are not entitled to 

control the Métis culture. The hope found in the conclusion of both plays rests on a 

newly found capacity to co-operate on more equal grounds. Despite this 

fundamental difference in the ideologies of the texts, they all have one thing in 

common: they do not reflect the actual social and historical reality of the 

Francophone and Métis relationship in Saskatchewan. While aware of the tensions 

and conflicts between the two cultures, they present a resolution that is not 

historical fact. In this way, they are a creative history; they are more concerned 

with what should be rather than with what is. 

3.2 Historical Context 

Despite the fact that these two plays do not aim at historical truth, 

understanding the main historical discourse on the topic provides important 

context to the interpretation of the plays. The few historians that have investigated 

Métis and Fransaskois relations are generally suspicious of the Fransaskois 

tendency to integrate Métis heroes and historical events in their own cultural 

creations. After all, Leah Dorion and Darren R. Préfontaine’s thesis in 

“Deconstructing Métis Historiography: Giving Voice to the Métis People” is that 

having Métis history presented by non-Métis individuals results in a negative bias. 

According to them, the only way to eliminate the historical bias is to have Métis 

historians take over: “In this essay we will argue that the recorded history of the 
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Métis people has been incomplete and as written has contained pejorative bias. We 

will demonstrate that this situation has begun to change as Métis people have 

moved into the role of historical narrators who have their own views of their 

ancestors as historical participants” (3). They imply here that the way to avoid 

pejorative bias is to have Métis historians explore their own history and thus avoid 

the appropriation of this history by outsiders. These concerns seem to be at the 

heart of Pierre-Yves Mocquais’s and Sandrine Hallion Bres’s studies. Maurice Morin 

suggests instead the importance of reviving a more positive relationship between 

western Francophones and Métis in the search for a common history.  

In his historical essay “Les oubliés de l’histoire francophone,” he surveys the 

difficult historical relationship between Métis and Fransaskois and the biases that 

have resulted from it. One could argue that just by writing his essay as a 

Fransaskois historian he suggests that the involvement of Fransaskois writers is 

important when addressing these issues. He does not explicitly acknowledge the 

question of whether Fransaskois writers should speak for the Métis, but he ends his 

essay with the declaration that Francophone minorities, like other Canadians, must 

attempt to better understand the Aboriginal perspective. Whether including Métis 

characters in their plays contributes to this better understanding remains 

ambiguous, except that the presence of Morin’s essay in La nouvelle plume’s edition 

of the Betrayal suggests that he endorses the play to some extent. 

Pierre-Yves Mocquais observes in Histoire(s) de famille(s): mémoire et 

construction identitaire en fransaskoisie that elements of Métis history frequently 

have an important place in Fransaskois attempts to record memory, history and 
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identity. His book published in 2011 presents an analysis of a series of twenty-three 

vignettes filmed and aired by Radio-Canada in the early 1990s. Each vignette of 

about five minutes presents the history of a Fransaskois family as remembered by 

one of its members. The vignettes are mainly composed of interviews and family 

pictures. One of them is the story of Gabriel Dumont’s family told by the descendent 

Martin Dumont. Mocquais raises many questions in his analysis of this specific 

vignette. He especially questions the motivations behind integrating this Métis 

family into a Fransaskois project that has for a goal the construction of identity: 

L’insertion du chef métis dans cette galerie de portraits a-t-elle été justifiée 

par le désir d’inclure parmi les fondateurs de la Saskatchewan française un 

nom dont la reconnaissance immédiate constitue un facteur d’authenticité? 

S’agissait-il de s’approprier une figure légendaire dont l’incorporation 

conférait un certain panache à l’évocation d’une communauté composé 

essentiellement de travailleurs de la glèbe incontestablement méritoires et 

courageux, mais guère nantis de qualités militaires? Ou bien la décision a-t-

elle été prise sans véritable réflexion sur son impact possible? Ou bien s’agit-

il, comme nous le croyons, d’une reconnaissance de ce qu’à été la 

contribution des Métis au développement de la francophonie de la 

Saskatchewan? (Mocquais161-162) 

Here Mocquais suggests two potential motivations for the filmmaker’s inclusion of 

the Dumont family. On the one hand, the Métis hero has a glamour and wide 

recognition that the Fransaskois identity lacks; by including Gabriel Dumont, the 

Fransaskois “selfishly” improve their image. On the other hand, the motivation 
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might be an innocent desire to acknowledge positively the contribution of the Métis 

to Francophone Saskatchewan. Mocquais acknowledges the possibility that the 

creators of these vignettes have not consciously reflected on the subject and that, 

therefore, the inclusion is not overtly political, but this does not lessen the impact of 

his suggestive questions. 

 Sandrine Hallion Bres explores the place of Louis Riel and the Métis in 

Franco-manitobain history in her essay “La place de Louis Riel et des Métis dans 

l’histoire des Franco-Manitobains.” In this essay she examines the answers 

provided by thirty-three Franco-manitobains to the question: “Est-ce que vous 

pouvez me parler d’un événement qui, selon vous, a marqué l’histoire de la 

province?” (Bres 159). She notes that while the Métis are more accepted now by the 

Franco-manitobains, they still suffer from prejudices (159). Despite this fact, two 

thirds of the participants chose to refer to Louis Riel, the events of 1869-70 and the 

Métis resistance (161). In what spirit do they evoke these events? Is it in the desire 

to recognize the Métis contribution or in the desire to gain some of the “panache” 

that their history otherwise lacks?  

Bres observes that in their narration of the events the participants tend to 

push aside Louis Riel’s Métis identity. They focus more on the linguistic aspect of 

his fight; they see it as a fight against the English power to save the French language 

in Western Canada (163). Bres summarises her interpretations of the answers as 

follows: “[Louis Riel] est son héro fondateur, mais les liens qui l’attachent à ce 

personnage sont souvent intellectuels, réfléchis, raisonnés, et c’est surtout au 

niveau symbolique que la référence au personnage historique opère” (164). In 
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other words, Métis heroes are appropriated by Franco-manitobains as symbols of 

resistance to anglo-hegemony. Their Métis identity is of secondary importance. Bres 

explains in her essay the logic behind this type of cultural oppression. She argues 

that when one cultural group is oppressed by another group, the former becomes 

blind to its own crime of oppression against others. 

C’est le mécanisme en marche du sentiment de l’opprimé : dans le malheur, il 

évite de penser qu’il puisse y avoir un peuple opprimé par lui-même. C’est 

d’ailleurs selon ce même processus que s’est développé, chez les nouvelles 

populations Francophones du Manitoba qui subissaient l’oppression des 

Anglo-Saxons, le mépris et les préjugés à l’encontre des Métis, peuple situé 

au niveau immédiatement inférieur sur l’échelle de la hiérarchie social. 

(164) 

Bres is identifying here a hierarchy of oppression in Manitoba. According to her, the 

“Anglo-Saxons”3 oppress the Franco-manitobains and the Franco-manitobains 

oppress the Métis. However, the Franco-manitobains’ status of victim makes them 

blind to their other status of oppressor. This may explain why they appropriate 

Métis heroes as their own. In Morin’s essay, however, we can see that the issue is 
                                                 
3 The term “Anglo-Saxon” is often used in the Francophone discourse to identify 

Anglophones of British origins and of protestant faith. This term differentiates 

between these Canadians and Canadians of other origins who may have been 

assimilated into the English language. Granger opens his play Bonneau with a poem 

about “Our Cat… Our Saxon” (119). 
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further complicated by the fact that many Francophones are uncovering Métis 

ancestors in their own family trees. While not necessarily negating Bres’s 

observations, this supports the thesis that Fransaskois historians and writers are 

researching Métis heroes simply because they perceive them as major contributors 

to their heritage. 

 Despite legitimizing the Fransaskois interest in the Métis, Morin’s essay also 

explains the roots of Bres and Mocquais’s suspicious attitude. The relationship 

between the two communities during the later part of the nineteenth century and 

the greater part of the twentieth century justifies it. Maurice Morin presents in “Les 

oubliés de l’histoire Francophone” a survey of the conflicts between Métis and 

French-Canadian settlers in the West. He argues that around the elections of 1879 

the atmosphere of solidarity between Métis and French-Canadians started to 

decline in Manitoba. Two French speakers opposed each other in the electoral 

district of La Vérendrye: one Métis, Maxime Goulet, and one French-Canadian, Jean-

Baptiste Desautels. Monseigneur Taché told his priests to vote for the French-

Canadian candidate (Morin 77). In his memoirs he wrote: “Après tout, apprenez que 

je suis Canadien français avant tout et qu’on est toujours plus sensible à sa peau 

qu’à sa chemise, et vous autres Métis, si vous voulez que les prêtes soient de votre 

côté, faites-vous des prêtes métis” (78). The clergy had just declared their 

categorical allegiance to one of the two groups and the Métis expressed their 

dissatisfaction with this political statement, if we are to believe the memoirs of 

Martin Jérome, a member of the Métis community (77). A chain of discriminatory 

actions followed. The French newspaper La liberté started to mock the Métis way of 
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life and to criticize the actions of Louis Riel, especially Donatien Frémont’s 

editorials which paint in the 1930s a dark portrait of Riel (78, 88-89). Métis women 

became excluded from social events organized by the French Canadian women such 

as afternoon teas and debutante balls inspired by Victorian culture (78). 

Furthermore, in the 1880s, marrying a Métis started to be referred to as marrying 

“below oneself” or “plus bas” (79).  

Eventually, the prejudices against the Métis population became so ingrained 

that some Métis chose to hide and forget their origins: 

Le choix familial était à la fois simple et cruel. En s’éloignant des paroisses 

canadiennes-françaises, qu’une « mauvaise langue » pouvait associer à un 

parent métis manitobain, en une ou deux générations, selon les calculs des 

parents, tout du passé culturel des ancêtres pouvait être oublié rapidement. 

Ou encore, il y avait ce phénomène socioculturel, qui a presque toujours 

existé dans les villages à majorité canadienne-française : on taisait les 

origines métisses de sa famille, et on adoptait l’identité canadienne-

française. (96) 

Some Métis, therefore, chose to abandon their culture in the hope of escaping 

discrimination and in Saskatchewan some of them integrated into the Fransaskois 

community. In sum, this negative relationship with the French-Canadians taught 

many Métis to hate who they were.4 
                                                 
4 See Campbell, M. Half-breed. Halifax: Formac Publishing Company, 1983: “They try 

to make you hate your people and… what you are” (51, 103). 
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This difficult past is most likely what prompts Mocquais to wonder at the 

motivations behind the Dumont vignette and Bres to wonder at the Franco-

manitobains’ answers. Can the Fransaskois rightfully represent Métis heroes as a 

part of their own identity? Even those that may claim partial Métis origins, do they 

have a claim on the heritage their parents chose to abandon? While some may claim 

that the children are not responsible for their ancestors’decision, this remains a 

potentially contentious issue with the current Canadian climate against cultural 

appropriation. These questions certainly still hover over Fransaskois and Métis 

relationships. Paul Heppelle, then president of Association Communautaire 

Fransaskoise, and Robert Doucette, then president of Métis Nation Saskatchewan, 

signed a pact of solidarity on January 28, 2012. This signature was two years late. 

Originally, it had been planned for November 13, 2010, but at that time Doucette 

backed down because his council did not approve the signature (Vennes-Ouellet, 

l’Eau vive). These relations are delicate but Morin ends his essay with the hope that 

the French-Canadians will find a way to better know and understand their common 

history with the Métis (98). 

3.3 Métis Heroes in Fransaskois Drama 

 As in the Fransaskois vignettes and in the Franco-manitobain answers, 

Gabriel Dumont and Louis Riel have an important place in Fransaskois drama. 

Drama in this case reflects actions taken by other Fransaskois entities such as 

L’Association Communautaire Fransaskoise and La Cité universitaire francophone 

at the University of Regina. La Cité has held a number of “franco-métis round 

tables” to discuss issues that concern both Fransaskois and Métis. In addition, on 
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November 10, 2012, M. Robert Doucette, then president of Métis Nation 

Saskatchewan, presented an arrow sash to the recently elected president of 

l’Association Communautaire Fransaskoise Françoise Sigur-Cloutier as a gesture of 

renewed friendship between Métis and Fransaskois. The two cultures have initiated 

multiple reconciliation projects. Bonneau and Miss Bellehumeur and The Betrayal 

are two literary attempts at such reconciliation. 

It is noteworthy that drama offers the opportunity to include a multitude of 

voices. Dialogues offer the possibility to present the Métis-Fransaskois relationship 

in a different way than in historical accounts. More than one point of view can be 

presented and these points of view may become a conversation instead of two 

separate entities. Laurier Gareau and Raoul Granger exploit this possibility in their 

respective plays The Betrayal and Bonneau and Miss Bellehumeur. Through a 

dialogue between a Métis and a Fransaskois character, they attempt to resolve the 

tensions between the two cultures. Their plays do not present a static view of the 

historical role of both people and of their relationship with each other but rather 

try to bring the negative tensions between Métis and Fransaskois to a resolution 

through a dialogue between historical characters. They depart from historical facts 

to experiment with possible resolutions. While many of the characters in The 

Betrayal and Bonneau and Miss Bellehumeur are historical figures, the actions and 

dialogues presented are either fictitious or loosely based on rumours and family 

stories. History in this case is manipulated to solve tensions that have their roots in 

it but that are also relevant to current debates. In this case, both plays come to a 

similar conclusion: the Fransaskois character learns to abandon his pride and his 
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feeling of superiority to include justice and equality in their relationship with the 

Métis characters. By exploring the relationship between Fransaskois and Métis, the 

playwrights help to build the Fransaskois identity and resist Anglophone 

hegemony. 

Bonneau and Miss Bellehumeur by Raoul Granger presents a dialogue 

between Pascal Bonneau and Louis Riel’s wife Marguerite. The events take place 

after the battle of Batoche and the imprisonment of Riel. Marguerite, also called 

Bellehumeur, comes to Regina with the hope of obtaining permission to see her 

husband in prison. Bonneau, originally from Quebec, is the owner of a general store 

and he has been ordered by Edgar Dewdney, governor of the Northwest Territories, 

to orchestrate Louis Riel’s escape from prison as a measure that will allow the 

government to save face.  

Within the play, Bonneau and Bellehumeur discuss their anxieties and hopes 

while waiting to know whether or not the escape has been a success. The dialogue 

is intercut with flashbacks that illustrate the events each character narrates to the 

other. Throughout this dialogue, the relationship between Bonneau and 

Bellehumeur evolves. Bonneau enters the conversation with a feeling of authority 

and control over his Métis interlocutor but Bellehumeur comes into it with mistrust. 

In the last scene of the play, they have learned to work together mainly because a 

humbled Bonneau realises that his feeling of control is an illusion. A better 

understanding of their equality leads to a better collaboration. Bellehumeur is 

representative of the Métis as Riel’s wife and as someone who experienced the 

battle of Batoche. Bonneau is the typical Fransaskois ancestor, even though, as I 
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discuss in chapter five, Quebec culture does not equal Fransaskois culture. In the 

late nineteenth century, Francophones were French-Canadians and many residents 

in what would become Saskatchewan were first generation immigrants. For these 

reasons, Bonneau cannot be read as a “Québécois” but must be interpreted as the 

first generation of the Fransaskois population. 

Bonneau’s belief in his authority over the Métis is first introduced in the 

stage directions before Bellehumeur even enters the stage. The way he controls 

alcohol with André sets the tone for his conversation with Bellehumeur and 

presents his attitude towards the Métis characters. André Gaudry is a Métis he 

employs to free Riel, and Bonneau controls when the bottle of alcohol is available 

for André and when it is not. Act I, scene V is a flashback about Bonneau and André 

plotting to free Riel. The stage directions are almost solely about who is moving the 

bottle of whiskey and who is drinking it. Bonneau presents the bottle at the 

beginning of their discussion: “He retrieves a bottle from his bag. […] He takes out 

two shot glasses and places them on a crate” (153). Bonneau explicitly offers him a 

drink but André refuses at this moment, claiming that he intends to go hunting that 

day. Soon after, however, André reaches for the bottle. When he does so, Bonneau 

hurries to put his hand on it: “André goes to take the bottle, but Pascal keeps his 

hand on the bottle” (154). Bonneau does not voice any objections but simply places 

a hand on the bottle to signal that André cannot gain access to the whiskey. After a 

little while, Bonneau lets it go and André gets a chance to pour himself a drink: “He 

lets go of the bottle, and André seizes the opportunity to pour a shot” (155). 

Bonneau does offer André a drink but André cannot get it on his own terms. He tries 
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to undercut Bonneau’s control by first refusing and then taking it at his own 

convenience, but Bonneau does not allow this independence; he has to drink when 

Bonneau paternalistically decides he can. 

 While particularly explicit in these stage directions, Bonneau’s control is not 

limited to alcohol. At many points in the play he dismisses Bellehumeur’s claims 

and tries to control what she believes or feels. When Bellehumeur objects to 

Bonneau’s rescue plan, he explicitly rejects her claim that she should have been 

consulted on this affair. 

Marguerite: And me? Bonneau, he could lose his store, but me I could lose 

my husband! Why didn’t he ask me first? 

Pascal: Ask? I didn’t see a requirement for permission, Madame Riel! (146) 

Bonneau dismisses very firmly her feeling of entitlement in the affairs that concerns 

her husband. The question and exclamation marks in Bonneau’s answer suggests 

that he finds the idea of asking her permission aberrant. He claims that he did not 

see any “requirement for permission.” He may be using the past tense here but it is 

not followed by any acknowledgement that he has changed his mind on the subject. 

Bonneau is also straightforward in telling Bellehumeur what she ought to 

feel towards her losses when she expresses her despair caused by the destruction 

of Batoche and the dangers Riel faces: 

Marguerite: And me, I have already lost everything that I had at Batoche! 

(Pause. They glare at each other for an instant.) Louis, he is everything for me 

now… and I don’t want to lose him! So if I can’t see Louis tonight, it’s just like 

I’m losing everything. 
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Pascal: Madame Riel! You haven’t lost everything! You still have what is 

most precious… your children! And there’s the little one that’s still inside 

you. You have to think about that one too! And I am trying to give you back 

your husband… and you will have him! You will see him! It’s just that I can’t 

bring him here tonight. (149) 

Bonneau claims with a total of five exclamation marks what priorities Bellehumeur 

ought to have: her children are more important than her house and her husband. 

What is ironic is that right before stating that she should not value the material loss 

at Batoche, Bonneau complains about putting his general store at risk in the rescue 

mission: “I don’t want to lose everything that I’ve built” (149). Even though he feels 

his own material loss, he believes he has the authority to make decisions for her 

and judge her feelings. It is a subtle form of control because it’s veiled in friendly 

concern and kindness, but this control still betrays a belief of authority and even 

superiority, as though the potential loss of all he has built outweighs Bellehumeur’s 

personal and cultural losses. The subtlety and friendliness that veils the imposition 

of Bonneau’s control and ideas recalls discussions of hegemony we find in Gentelet 

and Derrida, as discussed in the introduction. Bonneau is dangerously on the edge 

of becoming a hegemonic force himself in his relationship with the Métis.  

 There is a sharp contrast between the way Bonneau addresses Bellehumeur 

and the way he addresses governor Dewdney, who is the only non-Métis character 

with whom Bonneau interacts in the play. Instead of giving orders, he obeys them: 

“Yes, Excellency. I’ave received your message, and so I came” (136). It has to be 

acknowledged that Dewdney is in an exceptionally powerful position, but their 
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conversation nonetheless offers a foil to his attitude with André and Bellehumeur. 

The need for control behind the kindness is even more apparent when juxtaposed 

with his meekness towards Dewdney. Every reply of Dewdney is followed by 

Bonneau’s agreement (136-139). 

What motivates Bonneau’s attempts to control the Métis characters? Malice 

or ill will does not seem to have a place in this relationship. He does not hesitate to 

defend the honour of his Métis employees: “I know them; they are good men” (151). 

He goes as far as calling them his “Métis friends”: “I have to get Riel out of the prison 

before his trial… and the only way that I can do that is with the help of my Métis 

friends” (158). Bonneau and André also refer to each other as “friends” on many 

occasions (127, 151, 153). However, what is very clear is that Bonneau does not 

want to be treated as one of them. 

 In the very first scene, Bonneau tries to dissociate himself from the Métis. He 

claims Riel’s battle has nothing to do with him: 

I’ve put three years of my life into building this store! And, I’ve done nothing 

wrong! I’ve done nothing to make these people avoid me like that! There’s a 

squabble two hundred miles from here, that has nothing to do with me… and 

all of a sudden… It’s like ever since she’s taken a room at our house, people 

are avoiding me like the plague! (124) 

Bonneau’s clients are boycotting his general store because they associate him with 

the war. He objects not on the basis that the Métis cause is legitimate, but rather on 

the basis that it has nothing to do with him. He goes as far as belittling the conflict 

by calling it a “squabble.”  By doing so he accomplishes two things: firstly, he 
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reduces the importance of the conflict, and thus the justification of the boycott, and 

secondly, by showing disrespect to the cause he demonstrates that he is not part of 

the Métis group. His motivation in this speech is to avoid persecution. Clients 

associate Bonneau with the Métis and, as Dewdney’s states it, they associate him 

with Riel “because [he is] French and Catholic” (139). Rejecting the association is 

his defense mechanism. 

 Bonneau does not only try to demonstrate that he is not one of them. He also 

believes it. After seeing Dewdney betray the Métis, he does not believe that he will 

also be betrayed. He expects a different treatment when it comes to himself. In one 

of the flashbacks, Bonneau witnesses Dewdney double-crossing Riel. They both go 

to the train station to see the prisoner arrive in Regina. When Riel smiles calmly in 

their direction, Dewdney explains that they did not capture him; Riel gave himself 

up under the condition that the government would negotiate with him. 

Edgar: He believes that he has the opportunity to negotiate the well-being 

and the future of his people. 

Pascal: So that means that you’re going to discuss the Métis situation with 

him; perhaps negotiate a treaty for… 

He finally turns toward Pascal. 

Edgar: Mr. Bonneau! You must understand that it would be imprudent, a 

serious error, for a leader such as myself to negotiate with a half-br… with a 

prisoner! 

[…] 

Pascal: It seems to me like the honorable thing would be… 
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Edgar: Honorable? (With a smile.) There are only two rules to follow in this 

matter, Mr. Bonneau! The first is the rule of the common good... nothing 

must hinder our efforts to ensure the progress of this Territory. 

Pascal: Yes, but I don’t see how... 

Edgar: The second is that of fair play. And that’s where honor has its place. 

We will give this Riel the opportunity to convince a court of the validity of 

his actions; and so a jury will rule on his merits. (191-192) 

The governor justifies his betrayal of Riel by offering his own version of honour: a 

trial. Riel is not aware that this is the type of honour he is being served, as Dewdney 

admits himself. However, Dewdney hides his betrayal behind the legal system. This 

foreshadows another deception; Dewdney deceives Bonneau with a similar twist on 

“fair play.” He asks Bonneau to organize a rescue mission to free Riel and promises 

to keep the guards away from the prison and to reward him once the mission is 

accomplished. In the scene before the last, we discover that Dewdney has 

manipulated everyone to achieve his own ends. He planned from the beginning for 

the mission to fail and he hides behind legal and business technicalities to justify 

not paying Bonneau: “why, pray tell, should we reward him for services not 

rendered… on a contract that does not exist?” (213). In this scene, Bonneau has an 

epiphany. He realizes that the control, authority, and respect he thought were his 

due were also illusory. Bonneau expected a different treatment from Dewdney than 

the one Riel has received. Experiencing the same type of betrayal helps him rethink 

his relationship with the Métis. He comes out of it with a better appreciation of the 

equality that must form the basis of the Fransaskois and Métis relationship. 
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 It is only after this epiphany that Bonneau and Marguerite genuinely work 

together. The curtain drops after Bonneau “takes her hand” and says “Come! Let’s go 

see Célina. We’ll help you” (217). Canadian audiences and readers know that Riel 

was hanged after his trial and many probably also know that Marguerite and the 

child she is carrying during the play died shortly after (Freeman). The hope that is 

given to the audience when the curtain drops is not that Marguerite will be reunited 

with her husband. Rather, the feeling of hope is caused by the sudden ability 

Marguerite and Bonneau have to cooperate and that the rapport between the two 

cultures will be better as a result. The Fransaskois character has escaped the risk of 

becoming a hegemonic force himself and rather focuses on the common survival of 

the two cultures. 

 Bonneau and Miss Bellehumeur shows us the transformation of the feelings 

and beliefs of a French-Canadian towards the Métis. This transformation occurs 

through a dialogue set in the past but it deals with conflicts between Francophones 

and Métis that are still relevant. Similarly, The Betrayal by Gareau uses a dialogue to 

explore conflicts. The play also has self-reflective tendencies; it meditates on the 

making of history and the way people use it. In The Betrayal Gabriel Dumont, 

military leader at Batoche in 1885, and Père Moulin, priest of Batoche from 1880 to 

1915, are meeting again twenty years after the battle of Batoche (Lapointe 99). 

Dumont comes back to Batoche to express his wish to be buried in its cemetery. 

Moulin insists that he must reconcile himself with the church before he can be 

buried there, but Dumont claims that he cannot forgive the church for what he 

considers a betrayal: Moulin negotiated with the police during the battle in order to 
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save his building from the fire. Similarly, Moulin feels betrayed by Dumont who 

stopped going to Church after the battle. Through this discussion, the relationship 

between these two characters evolves towards reconciliation. 

 At first, similarly to the relationship Bonneau has with André and 

Bellehumeur, Père Moulin is authoritative and controlling. Dumont, however, 

rejects this authority much more strongly and successfully than André. When the 

first scene opens, Dumont is in Moulin’s home “ensconced in the chair beside the 

stove fire fast asleep” (Gareau 47). He came in the home without invitation because 

he feels entitled due to his participation in building the church: 

Moulin: You know, Gabriel, you’re the only one who dares to enter my 

home… this rectory… without my permission. 

 Dumont: (Starts to rise.) Without your permission? 

 Moulin: Oui! And make yourself at home. 

Dumont: Without your permission!!! The métchifs, didn’t they pay to build 

this building? (48) 

Here the tone is set for the rest of the play. Moulin believes in his authority and 

Dumont believes that some things are due to the Métis. It is in this context that they 

discuss the remembrance of Batoche and thus start building their history. This 

reflects something greater than these two characters, as well as points at the 

participation of the Métis in building Saskatchewan and their right to be in the 

province. If the Métis were the first builders of the province, can the European 

settlers call it their home and deny them access? 
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 Dumont’s presence in the church imposes a revisiting of the past as much for 

Moulin as for the audience. The name “Dumont” is a pillar in Saskatchewan history 

that evokes Batoche, the battles against the government and all the injustices that 

the Métis nation suffered. The character of Dumont has the same effect within the 

play. At the very start of his dialogue with Moulin, he brings forward the past and its 

unresolved issues: “The métchifs, they don’t talk about it, but they know that the 

doors of this place are always open, especially for the police” (48). This idea of not 

talking but knowing suggests that past events exist whether or not they are 

discussed, or whether or not they enter into historical discourse. Dumont is already 

undermining Moulin’s first reaction: obliviousness. Moulin repeatedly requests that 

Dumont forget the past: “And I’ve told you a hundred times that we were only 

concerned for the wounded. (Beat) I’ve also told you to forget the past” (52). Moulin 

presents the forgetting of the past as something positive. For him, there is no need 

to destroy the present by dwelling on past grievances. 

 Dumont adamantly rejects relegating the past to the past. He repeatedly 

claims that he “can’t forget” (52). He can’t forget his past life as a hunter, the 

betrayal of the church, and seeing Moulin talk with General Middleton. Moulin’s 

next tactic is to manipulate history. He makes up an anecdote to support his main 

point: the Métis should not have followed Riel to start with. He claims having seen 

two Métis confess to each other instead of confessing to a priest because of Riel: 

Moulin: (Pause.) You have listened too much to Riel. He defiled the sanctity 

of the confessional. I was scandalized to see those poor, innocent Métis 
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following his lead and confessing themselves to each other. I remember that 

time I saw Baptiste Boucher confessing himself to Laframboise. (63) 

This claim makes Dumont laugh since Laframboise, a fellow combatant, was already 

dead at the time: “Then, I guess Baptiste Boucher he confess himself to an angel, 

Père, cause Auguste Laframboise, he was kill at Duck Lake… two months before…” 

(63). This exchange gives the impression that Dumont is looking for exactitude in 

the treatment of the past. He does not allow Moulin to create anecdotes to bring his 

point across.  

Is Dumont championing truth and facts in the process of building history? He 

might laugh at Moulin getting caught in a lie, but he also asks for the flexibility of 

facts later in the play. The Métis who died in Batoche are buried outside of 

consecrated grounds. They are “buried with their heads on the other side of the 

Church fence” (71). Despite Moulin objecting that the “Church is very strict,” 

Dumont succeeds in convincing him to move the fence so that the graves of the 

Métis becomes a part of the cemetery. The moving of the fence not only shows 

Dumont’s willingness to play with the truth, but also the author’s willingness to 

play with history.  

The moving of the fence is Gareau’s fictionalization of the past. In January 

2012, at a circle of writers from Regina, Gareau explained that to be successful, a 

playwright needs to be creative and flexible with history.  While he was a guide at 

Batoche, many tourists asked him if the fence had really been moved by Dumont 

and Moulin. It has not been moved. This part was created for the sake of art and 

seemingly to achieve a greater goal, which is not unlike what Moulin and Dumont 
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do each in turn. Gareau’s play is not historical truth but rather a creative history 

that represents the difficult relationship between Métis and Francophones. 

 What helps achieve the mood of reconciliation in the play is not an 

exactitude of facts but rather the willingness of the characters to look straight at 

their past mistakes. It is their willingness to accept their failings that brings Moulin 

and Dumont together at the end. Dumont faces his own responsibility in the battle 

instead of blaming the church: “I will forgive my old priest… my old friend. But, I 

will never forgive myself. I fail, … I fail my brothers, the métchifs” (74). Moulin, in 

turn, faces the real motivations of the church. He admits as much to himself as to 

Dumont that material goods are at the centre of their actions: 

Moulin: Gabriel. (Pause.) You have always been right, my old friend. We did 

talk to “Général” Middleton. We told him the layout of your defenses. But we 

only did it because we wanted to save our church and rectory. He would 

have burnt them, Gabriel, just like he had burnt down all the houses from 

Fish Creek to here. Monseigneur Grandin, he was against your fight, and he 

had told us that if our church was burnt to the ground, he wouldn’t pay to 

have another one built. (74) 

Humility and acceptance of one’s failings are here more crucial than facts. Through 

this acceptance, the two characters find equality. They both failed and they both 

need forgiveness.  

 In both plays, the characters struggle with their relationships with others 

and their status amongst the cultural groups that form Saskatchewan. Historical 

facts and accuracy are more a hindrance than anything else. Power struggles lead to 
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failure, and denial only prevents the characters from evolving. Humbling oneself by 

accepting faults and mistakes is the key to the co-operation and reconciliation we 

witness at the end of both plays. The Fransaskois and Métis in both plays establish 

the equality of their cultures. To collaborate, one cannot be above the other.  

In conclusion, these two plays show us that the making of the Fransaskois 

identity depends much on exploring the relationship the Fransaskois have with the 

other cultural group that shares the French linguistic background with them: the 

Métis. They explore through fiction how the Fransaskois identity is built through 

the defining and the creation of positive relationships with the Métis that rest on 

equality. Thus the Fransaskois can avoid becoming a hegemonic force themselves 

that attempts to control or overpower the Métis and can instead focus on fighting 

Anglophone hegemony. While concerns of cultural appropriation may be difficult to 

put to rest when it comes to the representation of Métis heroes in Fransaskois 

drama, these two plays are mainly concerned with the potential paths toward 

reconciliation that are opened to the Fransaskois community. 
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Chapter Four: Building Identity through Fear of Assimilation 
 

In the previous chapter, I discussed how a cultural group negotiates their 

relationship with another linguistic minority. Through theatrical dialogues, The 

Betrayal and Bonneau and Miss Bellehumeur show how Métis and Fransaskois can 

co-exist and interact positively through understanding that the desire for control 

may lead them to becoming a hegemonic force themselves and that equality must 

be implicit in the relationship. But what does “existing” mean for a cultural group? 

What is involved in the notion of cultural survival? How will fear of assimilation 

affect the process of identity building? These questions are at the heart of the play 

sTain by Madeleine Blais-Dahlem. Through a close reading of this play, I explore the 

process of defining the Fransaskois identity through the relationship the linguistic 

minority has with the linguistic majority of Saskatchewan. The process of both 

accepting and resisting assimilation into the linguistic majority forces the minority 

group to define its cultural identity. For the main character in sTain, the struggle 

against assimilation highlights the two pillars of her identity: the Catholic faith and 

the French language. Anglophone hegemony is resisted through distilling the 

culture into its two most defining elements and by then clinging on to them. 

4.1 Past Politics of Assimilation in Saskatchewan 

First of all, what is the term assimilation? The OED provides us first with the 

following definition: “The action of making or becoming like; the state of being like; 

similarity, resemblance, likeness” (1a). It was brought into the sociological 

vocabulary from biology. In the sixteenth century, the word was used by biologists 
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to refer to acts of absorption and incorporation performed by living organisms. 

Zigmunt Bauman writes about what made this biology term so suitable for its later 

use in social discourses in Modernity and Ambivalence: 

As a part of biological narrative, “assimilation” stood for the activity of the 

foraging organism, that subordinated parts of the environment to its own 

needs and did it by transforming them—so that they would become identical 

with its own ‘fluids and tissues’ […]. The concept evoked the image of a 

living, active body, injecting its own contents and embossing its own form 

upon something different from itself, and doing this on its own initiative and 

for its own purpose (having to do it in order to remain alive); of a process, in 

the course of which the form and contents of the other entity went through a 

radical change, while the identity of the assimilating body was maintained 

and, indeed, kept constant in the only way it would—by absorption. […] 

Once put to its new, metaphorical use, the concept captured the novel drive 

to uniformity, best expressed in the comprehensive cultural crusade on 

which the new, modern nation-states (or nations-in-search-of-a-state) had 

embarked. The drive reflected and augured the coming intolerance to 

difference. (104) 

Bauman presents here some of the complexity of the word assimilation. To simply 

define it as “becoming alike” makes the term quite inoffensive but there is much 

more to it. It is about one entity forcing its form and content on a second one. The 

assimilator does not change and remains constant. Only the assimilated is 

transformed in order to be absorbed. In society, assimilation is driven by the belief 
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that to succeed, the individual must adopt the ways of the dominant culture. The 

dominant culture is motivated by the fear of difference and the need to create what 

he believes is a functional society. Through assimilation, one gets rid of the 

discomfort and complications caused by different languages, social codes, and 

worldviews.  

From 1900 to 1930, immigrants from many different cultures came to 

Saskatchewan in large numbers (Genuist 9). As a result, the population in the early 

twentieth century used many languages. Assimilation became the policy for most 

Canadian provinces in the first half of the century. As Jatinder Mann explains: “As 

English-speaking Canada’s identity was based on Britishness and whiteness, a 

policy of assimilation was adopted toward these non-British migrants. They arrived 

in a country that was extremely Anglo-centric and required the migrants to discard 

the culture and language of their home countries” (p. 265). Schools are one of the 

best locations for effectively assimilating a population and “in 1931, the provincial 

government led by Premier J.T.M. Anderson declared English to be the only 

language of instruction in the entire province” (D’Almeida). The Fransaskois would 

have to wait until 1982 for the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms in the 

Constitution Act to guarantee official minority language rights in Canada. The 

Charter of Rights and Freedom only benefit those who speak one of the two official 

languages of Canada: English or French. Even then, the Fransaskois had to fight for 

these rights in court on many occasions since 1982 (Dubois 107). What impact do 

these assimilation efforts have on individuals? In the play sTain, Barnard chooses 
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the path of assimilation while Françoise chooses to resist it. Both paths come with 

sacrifices and loss, as I argue below. 

4.2 Cultural Survival in sTain by Madeleine Blais-Dalhem 

 If we base success on the number of awards received and on how much 

notoriety has been acquired outside the province, sTain can be singled out as one of 

the greatest successes of Fransaskois drama to this day. In 2008, the author 

presented the text at the Groundswell Festival of New Plays in Toronto. In 2011, the 

play toured Saskatchewan and won a Saskatoon Area Theatre Award for 

Outstanding Playwriting. In addition, it was the only play from Western Canada 

staged at Zones Théâtral in Ottawa that year. In 2012, the author read passages 

from sTain at the 9th Women Playwrights International Conference in Stockholm. 

The same year, the anthology New Canadian Realism published the play with an 

introduction by Louise Forsyth and La Nouvelle Plume published a bilingual edition 

in Saskatchewan. 

The play, while set in the past, presents a dialogue very relevant for today’s 

francophone minority. I argue that this dialogue aims at understanding what 

cultural survival is when a minority is confronted by the forces of assimilation and 

hegemony. It leaves us with two questions: is cultural survival essential and what 

sacrifices does it demand? In the play, two points of view are presented. On the one 

hand, Françoise defines survival as the preservation of both the Catholic religion 

and her native language. On the other hand, her husband Bernard aims at physical 

and earthly survival; faced with starvation, he does not hesitate to renounce his 

religion and culture and go down the path of assimilation. While in both The 
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Betrayal and Bonneau the French Canadian seems to surrender to the Métis 

character’s legitimate claims, sTain does not present us with a “winning” point of 

view. Both Françoise’s and Bernard’s paths lead to ruin. While the final stage 

direction suggests that Françoise has found freedom, her chosen path drives her to 

renounce the world and abandon her children. Simultaneously, Bernard’s path 

allows him to provide for his family, but in the process he loses his identity and his 

wife. Instead of presenting a solution through the voice of her characters, the 

author shows that compromise allows a bare form of survival through the bilingual 

structure and language of both the staging and the publication of the play. Thus the 

form supports meaning of the content. 

 Forsyth describes the play in her introduction as contemporary and 

innovative despite a plot taken from history: “En même temps que le sujet de cette 

pièce de théâtre est tiré de l’histoire, elle est par sa forme et ses languages 

théâtraux innovateurs, une pièce entièrement contemporaine” (Forsyth Préface). 

sTain tells the story of Françoise, a woman from Quebec, who married in 

Saskatchewan. Like Bonneau, she and her husband are first-generation Fransaskois 

in a newly formed Saskatchewan. She comes from an economically comfortable 

family, and, before meeting her husband, had intended to become a nun. Her 

marriage to Bernard, a poor but ambitious man, leads her to an isolated homestead 

in the prairies where she raises five children. The play opens in the summer of 1928 

with Bernard bringing Françoise to the asylum for the third time. Through a series 

of flashbacks and through her conversations with the nurse, we slowly learn what 

brings the hopeful young couple to violence and despair.  
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 What defines Françoise are her faith and her language. These defining 

character traits are established in the very first scene of the play. The stage 

directions indicate that a ray of light illuminates the grotto where Françoise keeps 

her statue of the Blessed Virgin. The first words are from Françoise reciting the Hail 

Mary in French. This scene makes a strong statement in the English version of the 

play for the importance of her language as the Hail Mary is recited in French in this 

version too. This “word bundle,” to borrow from Bidwell, efficiently provides the 

reader with the essence of her identity. The struggle and anxieties Françoise feels 

become obvious when the Hail Mary turns into a series of questions for the Virgin. 

 Je vous salue, Marie, pleine de grâce… 

 Moi, suis-je pleine de grâce… 

 Et vous, bénie entre toutes les femmes, 

 Vous êtes là? (Dahlem 98) 

These questions reveal, on the one hand, her fear of being impure and, on the other, 

her feeling of isolation. It indicates that something is disturbing her peace. This is 

one step towards understanding her struggle.  

When talking to her nurse Louise, Françoise confides that she went to a 

Revival meeting event though she considers them “not religion”: “I didn’t want to. / 

But I was so very lonely” (100-101). Françoise’s struggle originates in her isolation. 

Especially once her husband disowns their religion and culture, she is left alone 

with her beliefs in a world that tries to take them from her. Everything and 

everyone seems to be against her. Her “beautiful hands” are ruined by the 

harshness of the land (106). We know from Bernard that their family is starving 
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poor (113). She confesses to her nurse that she is isolated from the neighbouring 

women because of her language (134). And finally, at the revival meeting, she falls 

victim to an exorcism demonstration in front of a cheering crowd (123). Her 

husband, however, is the most violent assimilative force in the play. His violence 

reaches its apogee when Bernard strangles Françoise with her own rosary (140).  

The Catholic priest she goes to in scene sixteen only deepens her alienation. 

Without understanding, he blames her for no longer fulfilling her duty of having 

children. As a result, she feels stained, and in this way she becomes the opposite of 

the Virgin Mary who is immaculate: “I feel dirty, so dirty. / I’m filthy, stained, 

unclean” (145). But as Françoise says in a moment of lucidity at the end: “My 

religion has failed me, not my faith” (149). Despite her isolation and pain, Françoise 

refuses to abandon her convictions. In a conversation with the doctor at the 

psychiatric hospital, she states that raising her children in the Catholic religion is 

her duty: “I refused to join him. / I already have a religion. / […] It’s also my duty to 

raise my children in that faith” (118). This passage becomes especially important 

considering the conclusion of the play, where, strikingly, she decides to leave her 

children to their father, a man who has caused her boundless pain. She fails to keep 

her faith and language alive for the next generation. She can only preserve it for 

herself through isolation from the material world. 

 The centrality of language and faith in sTain echoes the importance they 

have in the Fransaskois culture. The Catholic faith and the French language are 

traditionally the two pillars of the Fransaskois identity, as we can learn by simply 

looking at the Fransaskois flag. The flag has a green cross and the red fleur-de-lys of 
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the French monarchy against a yellow background. The colours of the 

Saskatchewan flag are preserved but the green stripe becomes a cross to represent 

the Catholic religion and the red lily becomes a fleur-de-lys to represent the French 

heritage. In this way, Françoise can easily be interpreted as a symbol for the 

Fransaskois culture. In this light, her struggle in Saskatchewan becomes the 

Fransaskois struggle. In such isolation, is it possible to survive while preserving 

one’s culture? 

 If Françoise represents those that choose to preserve their culture in the face 

of isolation and repression, Bernard represents those who accept assimilation in 

order to survive. Bernard chooses the religion and language that will give him the 

best chances of success: 

 All religions are the same. 

 The trick is to choose the one that can give you 

 what you want. 

 Out here, out west, God speaks English! (120) 

Bernard’s definition of success is based on materialistic rewards. While Françoise 

looks forward to paradise, Bernard is trying to find rewards in his earthly life: “I’ve 

found a religion that rewards us on this earth” (119). While portrayed as hedonistic 

in these two passages, Bernard’s first step towards a new religion and a new 

language is initially motivated by a desire to protect his family from starvation. 

When he seeks the help of Real Preacher Man, the man who teaches him to preach 

the bible in English, what he is begging for is a way to feed his children during a 

famine: 
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 Bernard: There isn’t going to be a crop this year. 

 RPM: How bad? 

 Bernard: Even the grasshoppers are going hungry. 

 RPM: What if I were to offer a miraculous way of getting rich? 

 Bernard: What a question! 

 RPM: Well, you don’t do it grubbing about in the dirt.  

With your skinny children 

[…] 

This (showing Bible) is what pays. (113) 

In this passage, Bernard invites sympathy as the father willing to do anything to 

provide for his family. As the plot unfolds, however, his opportunistic personality 

becomes more prominent. In one of his tirades, he claims that he married Françoise 

only to obtain an advantage while working for her uncle: “I thought that marrying 

you would give me a leg up” (139). Bernard’s increasingly violent ways also 

deprives him of sympathy from the audience or readers. Does this mean that 

Françoise’s path is the one advocated by the play? 

 Françoise’s path leads her to renounce the world. The stage direction 

indicates that this decision is “not an easy” one for her (156). She nonetheless 

decides to free herself of abuse by abandoning the world and even, by extension, 

her children: 

 No. Tell [the children] that I’m dead. 

 But that I’m watching over them, 

 Praying for them. 
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 It’ll be true. 

 […] 

 You no longer have any right over me. 

 I’m staying here, at the asylum. 

The final stage directions suggest that Françoise has found freedom through this 

rejection of the world she lives in: “Over all soars the melody without words of a soul 

that has freed itself, owning nothing but itself” (156). In this final sentence, Françoise 

appears victorious. She is free. But this freedom happens through a type of death. 

She has to be dead to the world to achieve it. She also has to leave the children to 

their father after having stated earlier that it is her “duty” to raise them in the 

Catholic faith (118). Does this suggest that her faith and language cannot survive in 

the reality of Saskatchewan? To hold on to language and faith, Françoise must retire 

from the external world, her real surroundings. Bernard, on the other hand, can 

assert himself in this world by accepting assimilation into the linguistic majority 

surrounding him. His choice, however, comes at a different price. 

While Bernard describes his choice to embrace the revival meetings and the 

English language as “my path to success” all the way to the end of the play, the 

writer offers subtle hints to show how deeply confused he is about his own identity 

(155). Bernard gives the Doctor contradictory directives about his name. In scene 2, 

Bernard corrects the Doctor as follows: 

Doctor: Listen, mister Bourtambour. 

Bernard: It’s Reverend. Reverend Drummond. (99) 
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In scene 18, which is chronologically only one week after scene 2, Bernard gives 

contrary directives to the doctor: 

 Doctor: Reverend Drummond. 

 Bernard: That’s my professional name. 

     Call me Mr. Bourtambour. (150) 

This back and forth between his French Canadian name and his anglicised name 

shows how ambivalent he is about his assimilation in mainstream culture. Is he 

Drummond all the time, only in his professional life, or not at all? Bernard himself 

does not seem to have quite figured it out.  

Real Preacher Man gives Bernard a new name and identity through a 

moquerie of the baptism ceremony. 

RPM: Listen, it’s the name that makes the man. I got it! I got it! Bour. 

Tambour. Drum. Drummond. William Henry Drummond! 

Bernard: William Henry Drummond? 

RPM: Yep. Sounds important. 

Using the teapot. 

I baptize you in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of my mother’s 

cross-eyed cousin, 

William Henry Drummond, preacher! (117-118) 

This mock ceremony shows disrespect not only to the two pillars of Fransaskois 

identity as identified in this text, Catholicism and the French language, but also to 

the significance of one’s identity. RPM’s actions suggest that the process of 

assimilation is as insignificant as a joke. An individual can change one’s identity by 
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changing one’s name at no personal cost. In the last flashback of the play, a scene 

depicting their first meeting, Bernard claims the exact opposite to Françoise: “It’s 

not the name that makes a man” (152). While he does not explain what “makes a 

man,” this statement suggests that changing your name will not change the man 

that you really are. The name does not make you; therefore, anglicizing your name 

will not make you Anglo-Saxon. The way Bernard contradicts himself through his 

words and actions suggest that he is ambivalent and troubled by his assimilation. In 

contrast, Françoise never hesitates when asked about her name or her husband’s 

name. She knows who she is and her identity is solidly grounded in her culture of 

origin. As discussed above, this resistance to assimilation comes, however, at great 

cost for her. 

None of the characters achieve a satisfying survival. However, the play’s 

structure, language, and the way it was both staged and published suggests how a 

minority culture can achieve survival in Saskatchewan. The play itself (in its stage 

presentation and in its publication) makes many concessions to the English 

speaking context, but it does not completely give way to the pressure of hegemony. 

In the English publication of the play, the author has found ways to preserve some 

of the French language and culture while making it accessible to an English 

speaking audience. On some occasions, she preserves French in passages where the 

language itself is the most powerful statement. One example of the retention of 

French at key moments is the private conversation Françoise and Bernard have in 

French in parallel with the sermon he delivers to his assembled followers in 

English. 
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Bernard: The angel holds the key to a bottomless pit. 

    C’est trop tard. 

Françoise: Let me tell you de troot! 

       Où est Pierre? 

Bernard: Calme-toé si tu veux sortir d’icite. 

    And the angel shall lay hold of Satan— 

Françoise: Et les autres? 

      Qui es-tu? 

     Je te connais plus. 

Bernard: T’es folle. 

Françoise: Qu’est ce que tu en as fait? 

Bernard: And the angel shall cast out Satan! 

    Let us bow our ‘eads and pray for the cleansing  

   of this diseased spirit. 

J’vais t’en faire voir de toutes les couleurs. (126-127) 

While publishers may very well choose to place translations in the margins, the text 

on its own comes with the risk that the Anglophone reader might miss the meaning 

of their side conversation. This demonstrates that for the playwright the choice of 

language for their dialogue is more crucial than the content. Just the fact that they 

speak French to each other during his sermon demonstrates, on the one hand, 

Françoise’s refusal to follow Bernard down the path of assimilation and, on the 

other hand, Bernard’s inability to completely ignore his wife’s pull against his 

choices. 
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We find in these moments of blended languages the answer to the questions: 

What about today? Can Fransaskois culture survive? On the other hand, another 

meaningful question to ask is: Where does compromise become assimilation? It 

brings us back to the paradox presented in the introduction: to be heard the 

linguistic minority must speak in the dominant language, but to do so it must give in 

to that language. Blais-Dahlem attempts to find the compromise that allows her to 

both participate in Saskatchewan’s literary scene and preserve the two central 

elements of her culture: her language and her religion. 

The fear of assimilation has certainly helped define the Fransaskois identity. 

It is in opposition to Bernard that Françoise articulates her identity. The more 

violently he pushes her towards assimilation, the more violently she pushes back. 

She answers to his English “tell me in my own language” and to his new religious 

vocation “it is not for you to choose my God” (120). The more violent Bernard 

becomes towards her, the more she prays. Interestingly, it is in reaction to conflicts 

generated by the fear of losing the battle against assimilation that l’ACF invested in 

the “Commission sur l’inclusion,” a document that in part attempts to define who is 

Fransaskois. The Fransaskois schoolboard refused to participate along side 

immersion schools in sport activities, seemingly because it would be a slippery 

slope towards assimilation. This initiated an effort to officially define the 

Fransaskois identity. Once again, the literary text reflects the realities of the 

community. 

In conclusion, the play sTain allows us to explore how Anglophone 

hegemony is involved in the process of identity building. For Françoise, resisting 
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assimilation brings her to define her identity around the two pillars of her 

Fransaskois identity: faith and language. Resisting without compromise, however, 

comes at great personal cost for her. In the end, she is unable to remain a part of 

society. She has to isolate herself and live outside of it. For Bernard, accepting 

assimilation leads to a confused identity and a state of ambivalence. The play itself 

tries to find a balance between integrating the mainstream literary discourse of 

Saskatchewan and staying true to the cultural identity it tries to preserve and 

champion. Assimilation is a threat for the linguistic minority but at the same time 

the way the group negotiates with this threat helps define it. In the next chapter I 

discuss a reversal of this situation; in Rearview, the integration of some linguistic 

aspects of the majority helps a Fransaskois character define his identity when 

negotiating his relationship with the French majority group in the province of 

Quebec 
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Chapter Five: Defining Identity against Quebec’s Francophone Majority 

Or 

Running Away from a Lie 

In the previous chapter, I explored how the characters in sTain negotiate the 

threat of assimilation from the linguistic majority of the province they inhabit. In 

the play, the Fransaskois identity is defined by the threat of the loss of faith and 

language through interactions with the dominant culture. In the play discussed in 

this chapter, a different cultural majority threatens the sense of self of the 

Fransaskois character: Quebec’s French linguistic majority.  

In the 1960s, Quebec went through what is referred to as La revolution 

tranquille. It was a quiet revolution in the sense that it did not escalate into 

violence, but it brought deep changes into the province. It was composed of a series 

of changes in politics, education, and health that modernized the province and was 

also characterized by the rise of nationalism and the separatist movement. The 

province started working on getting more control over its economy and social 

affairs (Bibliothèque virtuelle, “Révolution Tranquille”). This is when the 

population decided to abandon the term French-Canadian and adopt the name of 

Québécois.  This new way of referring to themselves has deep implications. Being 

French-Canadian does not depend on living in the province of Quebec. Being 

Québécois does. Efforts became very much focused on saving French within the 

province, not within Canada. In 1961, the province created l’Office de la langue 
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française to promote French within the province. In 1977, loi 101 legislated the use 

of French, once again, within the province (Bibliothèque virtuelle, “La loi 101”). 

As a response to “the growing unrest” in Quebec, the federal government 

established the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism that ran from 

1963 to 1969. The final report takes the form of six books published between 1967 

and 1970 (Laing). Following the first one, entitled The Official Languages, the 

government passed the Official Languages Act of 1969, which made English and 

French the two official languages of Canada (Laurendeau).  Eve Haque makes the 

interesting case in Multiculturalism within a Bilingual Framework that under the 

disguise of inclusion the “B and B Commission” pushes the “white-settler 

hegemony” (Haque 7). Through a close reading of Book I and Book IV of the report, 

she demonstrates that the recommendations arising from the commission 

effectively deny the cultural and linguistic rights of all Canadians who do not 

identify with one of the two distinct founding peoples. Her reading of the following 

passage is of special interest to an analysis of Rearview: “Just as bilingualism should 

not lead to a blend of two languages, so Canada’s cultural duality cannot be taken to 

mean a mixture of the two cultures; each has its own existence” (Canada, Book I, 

xxxi). Haque writes: “In other words, the model of two ‘distinct’ societies emerged 

from this formulation of bilingualism and biculturalism, clearly eliminating the 

bicultural individuals in the one-society model suggested in many subdivisions and 

briefs” (158). Instead of being truly inclusive, the commission simply legitimized a 

second hegemonic force: the Québécois hegemony. 
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Western Canada’s French linguistic minorities have had a complex 

relationship with their seemingly natural ally: Quebec. Both cultural groups share a 

common language and a similar struggle against the overwhelming presence of 

English in North America; however, the two should not be confused as one. The 

belle province has advocated for French within its geographical borders, not so 

much outside of them. Sing highlights this tendency in “L’expérience du minoritaire 

Francophone”: […] l’expression “hors Québec” a l’avantage de souligner la tendance 

à croire qu’au Canada, le “territoire” Francophone se limite au seul Québec, ce qui 

mène à l’invisibilité des questions Francophones non québécoises” (4). In other 

words, the province of Quebec does not work towards the survival of French in 

Western Canada. If anyone wants to speak French, he or she can come to the safe 

haven that is Quebec. Since Quebec contains the greatest number of Francophones 

in Canada, a refusal from the Government of Quebec to concern itself with people 

outside its borders is problematic for Francophone minorities. Whether or not 

Quebec has the right to focus on its own geographical space is not the issue. The fact 

is that it leaves the Western Francophone in a “tricky” situation. The risk is that the 

non-Québécois Francophone may be trapped between assimilation into the 

Anglophone culture or the necessity to move to Quebec. As we see in the play 

Rearview by Gilles Poulin-Denis, becoming Québécois would only be a different type 

of assimilation for the Fransaskois. Furthermore, the play suggests that attempting 

assimilation into Quebec culture comes with serious risks for the protagonist’s 

mental health. Quebec culture is the greatest hegemonic threat in the play. 
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The play Rearview is a monologue by Gilles Poulin-Denis and it expresses the 

need for young Fransaskois to define their identity not only against the Anglophone 

hegemony, but also against the Francophone hegemony found in Quebec. The main 

character is thrown into a self-destructive existential crisis by his attempt to 

integrate the Québécois identity. It is by literally running from his Quebec persona 

and killing this artificial identity that he can survive the crisis. This violent clash 

against the Québécois culture allows the redefining of the Fransaskois identity 

through embracing the unique blend of French and English that distinguishes the 

voice of Western Canada’s linguistic French minorities. His journey challenges the 

concept of two distinct cultures that should not blend brought forward by the B and 

B Commission. 

The play starts with Guy assuming the persona of Guillaume at his 

girlfriend’s work party in Ville Mont-Royal, a suburb on the island of Montreal. Guy 

lets us know that Guillaume is a name he gave himself. The name his parents gave 

him is Guy. Interestingly, Guy is a familiar name both in English and in French. 

Guillaume, on the other hand, is unambiguously French: “Tout ce que j’ai été 

capable de faire depuis que j’ai 17 ans, c’est changer mon nom de Guy pour 

Guillaume, un diminutif à l’envers” (Poulin-Denis 64). Changing his name to 

Guillaume suggests that the character is trying to deny the role of English in the 

building of his identity. He attempts to create an identity that is more dominantly 

and exclusively French while living in Montreal. Very rapidly in the play, Guy’s 

discomfort and sentiment of alienation in the Quebec context becomes manifest and 

even overwhelming. While at the work party in Ville Mont-Royal, he feels sick and 
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agitated: “Anyway, je me sentais pas bien. J’avais comme le mal de mer dans leur 

salon. […] Pis j’étais agité borderline hyperactif” (64). Guy can’t sustain 

conversations with the Québécois present at the party due to feeling severely 

alienated. It is while in this state that he is confronted by a man wearing a Winnipeg 

Jets cap. 

A man in a brown rain jacket and a Winnipeg Jets cap hunts Guy throughout 

the play. Everywhere Guy goes in Quebec, this man’s gaze is on him and makes him 

feel belittled and judged. He makes Guy feel as though he is getting out of his skin: 

“Il y avait un ostie de regards rayon’s X. Je me sentais petit. Y me faisait chier. Y me 

jugeait. Ça me rongeait en dedans, toute febrile, comme si j’allais sortir de ma peau” 

(65). The man’s gaze makes him run away from the party. Another’s gaze is 

important for Guy since later in the text he exclaims that one exists only through it: 

“On existe que par le regard des autres!” (79). On the following encounter, the 

man’s gaze deepens his feeling of worthlessness: “Encore, ses yeux, qui me 

regardaient comme si c’était moi le loser, moi le pathétique” (68). This feeling 

triggers a violent outburst from Guy. He hits the man with his car and then assaults 

him with his fist. He leaves him for dead and drives out of Quebec towards the West. 

Who is this strange man constantly looking at Guy? He has an uncanny 

ability to show up whenever Guy is attempting to blend in with Quebec culture, 

even after being left for dead. This suggests that he is a creation of Guy’s mind. Paul 

Lefebvre argues that he is Guy’s double, or in other words, an avatar that reveals 

what Guy is hiding from himself (Lefebvre 86). In other words, it is a Freudian 

manifestation of a repressed identity. The man’s most distinguishable attribute is 
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that he wears a Jets cap, a hockey team from the Prairies, or as Guy puts it: “une 

casquette des jets. DES FUCKIN’ JETS!!!” (67). This combined with the fact that he 

always shows up when Guy feels alienated by Quebec culture suggests to me that he 

is a ghost of Guy’s Prairie Canadian identity. He represents Guy’s repressed identity 

and, no matter how much “Guillaume” tries to avoid or destroy him, he just won’t go 

away.  

The Jets may be from Winnipeg, but Saskatchewan does not have its own 

NHL hockey team and the Fransaskois population has its closest cultural ties with 

the Franco-manitobains. Furthermore, Poulin-Denis is positioning the Québécois 

against the Prairie Francophone more than specifically against the Fransaskois. But 

why a hockey team? Hockey is the most popular professional sport in Quebec, and 

the Montreal team, the Canadiens, has been an emblem of Quebec identity for 

generations. Choosing the Jets to symbolise Guy’s repressed Prairie Identity is 

powerful because it opposes the pillar of the Québécois identity that the Montreal 

Canadiens NHL team represents. 

 After leaving the Jets man for dead in the streets of Ville Mont-Royal, Guy 

runs away in fear. He blacks out until he is outside Quebec. When his consciousness 

comes back, he is on the road leading to Western Canada through Northern Ontario. 

On the road, Guy experiences an existential crisis. He is alone with his car, and he 

reflects on his life. 

On est tout seul. Tout seuls dans un nuage de brume. On dirait que c’est pas 

pour vrai tout ça, que c’est pas à moi que ça arrive. Quand je vais sortir de la 

brume, je vais être encore à Ville Mont-Royal. Encore à faire mon Guillaume. 
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(Se regardant dans son rétroviseur). C’est qui ça Guillaume, c’est qui lui? 

Object in mirror is… je sais plus. (71) 

Here Guy expresses the wish that this existential crisis be not for real, that when he 

comes out of the fog, he will still be in Ville Mont-Royal “doing his” Guillaume, but 

when he looks in his rear-view mirror, he suddenly exclaims “who is that 

Guillaume, who is he?” He is starting to accept that he is not Guillaume, but he does 

not yet accept who he truly is. He looks in his rear-view and tries to determine what 

is there, but quickly gives up with a “I don’t know anymore.” He thinks about going 

back at some point because he misses his girlfriend Catherine, but he quickly 

realises that he cannot because a “drive” is eating him up inside: “Mais je peux pas. 

Je sens… une drive, ça me ronge en dedans” (72). His existential quest will end 

when, ironically, he reaches a bar in Sturgeon Falls named Le Petit Québec Tavern. 

Even though he drove all night away from Quebec, he is back in a smaller version of 

it. 

 Guy drives to the bar so that a hitchhiker he picked up on the road named 

Jim Morrison can visit his girlfriend. There, he follows two “dudes” who offer him to 

join them in the basement for “a joint”. Once in the basement, one of the dudes 

suddenly metamorphoses into the man with the Jets cap. Enraged, Guy attacks him 

but this time it is the Jets man who beats him into unconsciousness. He wakes up 

with a broken nose and knee in his car. Jim is driving and drops him off at a motel. 

There, someone dies. Who? This part is ambiguous according to Lefebvre. He reads 

two possibilities in the text. Either the Guillaume false identity dies or Guy himself 

dies in the motel room and the story is told by his ghost: “Est-ce que Guy est mort et 
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nous parle d’outre-tombe? Ou bien n’est-ce que Guillaume, la fausse identité que 

s’est construite Guy, qui s’éteint au bout de ce périple?” (Lefebvre 85). I argue that it 

is the Guillaume persona that dies in the motel room.  

The birds’ final song is “this is the end de Guillaume,” not “this is the end [de 

Guy]” (85). Guy and Guillaume are not interchangeable names in the play. 

Guillaume always refers to the false persona Guy created in Quebec and Guy refers 

to the true self of the character. The bird appears to be Guy’s true self, coming back 

to sing the end of a stagnant state of being for him: “This is the end du marais et pis 

le début de la rivière.” It is the end of the swamp, a stagnant body of water, and the 

beginning of a river, a flowing body of water. Finally free from Guillaume, Guy claps 

his hands in approval while the bird flies away. The prairie identity represented by 

the Jets man has finally conquered the false Quebec persona that is Guillaume. Guy 

even realizes that the X-ray gaze of the Jets man was revealing that back in Quebec 

he was not alive; he was just passing time, he was in a swamp: “ses yeux rayons X 

qui voyaient que j’étais pas en vie, que je fesais juste passer le temps. Marécage” 

(84). It was a struggle for Guy to allow Guillaume to die, but it finally happened and 

this leaves the reader with a feeling of freedom as the bird flies away. 

 The final song of the bird helps us understand what it stands for throughout 

the play. Rearview starts and finishes with the little bird. If we accept that it is Guy’s 

true self, it gives us the key to understand the introductory scene. It has an 

important metaphorical role to play. Guy discovers the bird trapped in his bedroom. 

He came back because he forgot his wallet, which contains his whole life, as he puts 

it. The bird is frantic and throwing itself at all the walls. Guy manages to capture it 
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with his sweater and set it free through the window. This scene foreshadows the 

events of the play. Jim Morrison tells Guy that a bird trapped in a bedroom is a sign 

that the owner of the room will die. The owner of the room in Quebec is Guillaume. 

This false persona, the owner of the wallet that contains all the Quebec ID cards and 

Catherine’s picture, does die at the end, but the bird does not. After a violent frenzy, 

it is set free, just like Guy who is set free after a violent and frantic existential crisis. 

 Who is left alive? Who is it that has reached the flowing river after freeing 

himself from the swamp? The viewer or reader’s main access to Guy’s identity is the 

language he uses to tell us his story. The narrator of the play is Guy, sitting in the 

motel room, after going through his existential crisis. When Rearview was 

performed in Regina, Guy was sitting on the motel bed the whole time, holding the 

side mirror of his car. He is acting and telling what brought him there. It is therefore 

through analyzing his speech that we can understand best what side of himself he 

has embraced. Lefebvre describes Guy’s speech as being distinctively from the 

Prairies: “sa langue et son imaginaire viennent des Prairies” (87). He continues with 

the observation that Western Canada has produced the unique clash of French and 

English that we find in the play: “Du français de sa province, il a emprunté la façon 

particulière qu’a l’Ouest canadien de faire s’entrechoquer le français et l’anglais” 

(87). This clash of languages creates a speech that requires knowledge of both 

French and English to be fully understood. In this way, Rearview follows the trend 

in Western Canadian drama observed by Ladouceur in “Unilinguisme, bilinguisme 

et esthétique interculturelle dans les dramaturgies Francophones du Canada.” 
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This speech characterizes the youth who grew up in Western French-

speaking minorities. It sets them apart from both the English and the French 

majorities in Canada. This unique speech is much more than just a mix of English 

and French vocabulary. The syntax itself is the product of a mind that grew up 

within a dominant English-speaking culture. A sentence using only French words 

will sometimes have a distinctly English syntax. For example, “mais je peux pas” 

(72) translates word for word as “but I can not.” In standardized French, the 

sentence would be “mais je ne peux pas.” Even with Quebec’s tendency to contract 

words it should read: “mais j’n’peux pas.” The same issue occurs with the sentence 

“un poing en plein dans face” (82). It translates word for word as “a fist full in the 

face.” In Quebec, one would have said “un poing en pleinne face” (a fist in full face), 

and this word order really does not work in English. Another tendency in the West 

is the overuse of the word “que” as in “que quand” (83) as a way to imitate the 

English use of “than.” In this way, he challenges the report of the B and B 

Commission by blending the two languages instead of keeping them distinct. Is this 

blend of French and English a gain or a loss for the Fransaskois youth? 

Clément, Noels and Deneault, sociologists at the University of Ottawa, see the 

Francophone minorities’ blended bilingualism as a loss. Their paper titled 

“Interethnic Contact, Identity, and Psychological Adjustment: The Mediating and 

Moderating Roles of Communication” presents their conclusions after a study 

conducted on four groups of students from the university: “Francophone majority 

students (from Quebec), Francophone minority students (from Ontario), 

Anglophone majority students (from Ontario) and Anglophone minority students 
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(from Quebec)” (562). The study is based on the premise that “learning and using 

another language has a profound effect on the outlook of individuals and on the fate 

of the groups to which they belong” (560). They argue that “learning and using a 

second language […] has far-reaching and important consequences for individuals 

and groups” (563). The study’s goal was to determine how learning a second 

language affected the identity by collecting data “pertaining to their identification 

with the ingroup and with the outgroup, to frequency and pleasantness of contact 

with the outgroup, to degree of confidence with the outgroup language, and to 

adjustment” (564).  

Based on their data, they conclude that for majority-group members, 

learning a second language is beneficial because this group shows “an integrated or 

additive identity profile concurrently with enhanced adjustment” (572). What they 

experience is an “additive bilingualism” (565). Coming from one of the majority 

groups, they are able to acquire both cultures separately and add them up. The 

distinctiveness of official Canadian English and French is preserved in this process. 

The results for minority-group members are quite different: “the results for the 

Francophone minority group show patterns of subtractive bilingualism or 

assimilation along with better adjustment” (572). Therefore, according to this 

research, bilingualism subtracts from the sense of identity of the minority-group 

instead of enriching it. The distinctiveness of the official languages is not as well 

respected. 

In their final comments, Clément and his team make recommendations 

based on their findings. One of their recommendations for Francophone minorities 
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is to not prevent their members from integrating the “outgroup language”: 

“forestalling minorities’ efforts to acquire confidence in the outgroup language 

would be contraindicated because of the role acquisition of such confidence plays in 

promoting adaptation” (573). In other words, since the minority cannot help the 

fact that they need to function within the larger community of their province, one 

cannot prevent the identity loss by rejecting the outgroup language. What Clément 

suggests instead is “the promotion of the ingroup language, the organization of 

ingroup social support via informal networks, and community organization” (573). 

The recommendation is in line with the efforts of many Fransaskois in 

Saskatchewan. Multiple societies, co-operatives, and associations have been 

founded in the past century to fulfill the need of the Fransaskois population for a 

communal space where they can live their Francophone identity. 

When applied to my literary analysis, I find it somewhat problematic that 

this idea of a blended bilingualism subtracts from the identity of the Francophone 

minority group. We can observe in the four plays I studied that the building of the 

Fransaskois identity within Saskatchewan is a complex and emotionally straining 

process. On the other hand, we saw with Bernard in sTain that assimilation into the 

Anglophone majority is not a healthy solution for the characters. Furthermore, 

assimilation into the Francophone majority reveals itself problematic for Guy in 

Rearview. It is through blended bilingualism that the plays can establish a unique 

identity for their community. Especially for the young members of these minorities, 

as represented by Guy, bilingualism and the unique way in which it transforms the 

French language shapes their sense of belonging to the group. 
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 Rearview builds a Fransaskois identity centered on language by exposing the 

damages caused by Quebec’s hegemony. Trying to become Guillaume, a man who is 

unambiguously Francophone, Guy throws himself into a violent existential crisis. 

His western alter ego saves him by beating Guillaume to death. Injured but at peace, 

Guy is free. He is especially free to become a man true to his own linguistic identity.
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Chapter Six: Conclusion 

 The four plays Bonneau and Miss Bellehumeur, The Betrayal, sTain, and 

Rearview build the Fransaskois identity by exploring its relationship with three 

different cultural groups: the Métis, the Anglophone majority of Saskatchewan and 

the Francophone majority of Quebec. In all plays, the characters have to negotiate 

their reaction to a form of cultural and linguistic hegemony. 

 Bonneau and Miss Bellehumeur and The Betrayal are centered on key 

historical characters for the Métis culture. The plays attempt a literary version of 

the reconciliation projects the Fransaskois community has initiated in their recent 

history. They suggest that integrating an understanding of the equality of the two 

cultural groups will lead them down that sought-after path of reconciliation. The 

two Fransaskois characters initially try to take control of the relationship and 

impose their ideologies, in the way of a dominant cultural hegemony. Events and 

epiphanies stir the characters away from that mistake and allow them to 

understand the need for equality and justice. 

 sTain positions the Fransaskois characters, by contrast, as victims of 

hegemony. Assimilation threatens the sense of self of Françoise and Bernard even 

though they react very differently to it. While Françoise stubbornly resists, Bernard 

gives in for the sake of earthly survival. Both characters pay a high price by the end 

of the play, which seems to suggest that both paths are risky and perhaps even 

doomed. The play negotiates the threat better as a literary text, in which the drama 

of linguistic assimilation and self-assertion is also played out. It seems to search and 
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find a certain balance between using the dominant language to give a voice to the 

Fransaskois community within the Anglophone majority of Saskatchewan while still 

preserving the French language in key moments of the play. This suggests that a 

certain middle ground may exist between merely existing within the province and 

openly fighting hegemony. This contrasts with the impossibility of reconciling the 

radical positions of Bernard and Françoise. 

 Rearview fights yet another distinct hegemonic identity in Canada: the 

unilingual francophone. Guy is thrown into a violent existential crisis by his attempt 

to integrate Quebec culture. During his mad drive towards the west he finds peace 

and freedom from Quebec hegemony and, most importantly, he finds his own voice, 

a voice that challenges the Canadian concept of two distinct cultures. He breaks the 

wall between English and French and expresses himself in the blended bilingualism 

that best defines his identity as a Western Francophone. 

This thesis feels like pioneer work. It was difficult to find an in-depth 

analysis directly related to my topic of inquiry with which to challenge my own 

interpretations of the plays. Each play had only small tidbits of literary analysis 

published in anthology introductions or afterwards. With more studies done in this 

area of the field, I hope that a more rounded and complete portrait of these plays 

can emerge. My greatest hope is that Fransaskois literature can be allowed a space 

within Saskatchewan’s literary landscape. Like the Cree oral tradition presented in 

Carpenter’s Literary History of Saskatchewan, Fransaskois literature is part of its 

land and tradition, and like the Cree oral tradition, it can be accessed with satisfying 

accuracy through the process of adaptation and translation in the English language. 
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This thesis is only one step in this direction. I have left many Fransaskois literary 

texts unexplored. Furthermore, it would be interesting to inquire how the 

Fransaskois process of identity building can fit within the wider process of Prairie 

identity building. How does the Fransaskois piece fit within the puzzle?  

Carpenter shares in his introduction his hopes for a hypothetical volume 3 to 

his Literary History: “I am sure that the editor or editors of our projected volume 3 

will attempt to do everything I failed to do, open up the field into the twenty-first 

century and de-carpentrate the entire enterprise” (Carpenter vi). He even includes 

a mention of Fransaskois writing when thinking about this hypothetical future: “At 

what point do we widen the margins of our original study to include the growing 

body of Fransaskois writing in the province?” (viii). My hope for a third volume is 

that it will not only include the Fransaskois point of view but also realize that it 

does not require them to “widen the margins” all that much. 

Fransaskois writers are very much a part of Saskatchewan’s reality. They too 

know what it is like to drive for an entire day under the vast skies of Saskatchewan 

to get to a Writer Guild’s meeting in Saskatoon. They too know what it is like to live 

in isolation, surrounded by a flat horizon that opens the mind to knew possibilities. 

They too know what it is like to have “our cold wind of winter cut right to the core,” 

as David Bouchard writes in his iconic children book If you’re not from the Prairie… 

(Bouchard 8). To borrow from Bouchard, if you are not from the Prairie you don’t 

know all that writing can be. 
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